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On Neighborhood Banks and Their Continued Relevance in the Urban
Landscape
ABSTRACT
Bank architecture represents a ubiquitous building typology in American cities.
Within the urban context, neighborhood banks became markers of financial nodes
where institutional and commercial structures gather. Within the present context,
these bank buildings are increasingly exposed to threat because of changes in
banking technology and practice, and because urban development and rising land
values often lead to demolitions or significant alterations. Most of the surviving smallscale neighborhood banks are outside of historic districts and not landmarked; the
combination of these factors induces urgency in addressing the case for their
preservation. The thesis aims to provide a holistic picture of the significance and
conditions of neighborhood banks built in Brooklyn between 1900 and 1935.
Historically, the evolution of these structures is closely tied to the architectural and
social development of Brooklyn; the genesis of the neighborhood banks directly
corresponds to the expansion of the transportation system, as well as the growth of
the residential and commercial development of the urban neighborhoods. The
remaining physical fabrics of these historic neighborhood banks are still the
identifiable symbols of the commercial centers of the local communities; the central
locations and the wide range of reuse programs of these banks point to their
relevance within the contemporary urban landscape. Available preservation
mechanisms and the presence of community actions can be combined to ensure the
continued survival of the historic neighborhood banks, so that they may be integrated
into the future urban life of Brooklyn either as banks, retail, public or cultural
institutions.
v

Introduction: A Building Type at Risk
The function and design of bank buildings have changed dramatically over time due
to innovations in technology and changes in architectural sensibility. These changes
have rendered many of the purpose-built historic bank buildings obsolete. While
many of the corporate headquarter bank buildings in New York, such as the
Williamsburgh Savings Bank, Bowery Bank, and Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
have been landmarked, smaller banks built for urban neighborhoods are now at risk
of demolition or insensitive alterations; indeed, many of these structures have been
demolished or significantly altered in recent years (Figure 0.1). Adaptive reuse of

Figure 0.1, The Bank of Coney Island, corner of Surf Avenue and West 12th Street, built in 1909, architect: Holmes & Winslow, Image on the left courtesy
of Brooklyn Public Library Digital Collection. Image on the right, the Bank of Coney Island under demolition in 2010 image by Eric Kowalsky, November 23,
2010.

these structures is not a new idea; banking panics as early as 1837 led to the
closures and subsequent conversions of bank buildings into offices, storefronts, and
even homes. 1 For example, the Planters Hall in Mississippi exemplifies how the early

Charles Belfoure, Monument to Money the Architecture of American Banks, (Jefferson, N.C: McFarland & Co,
2005), 308.

1
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Figure 0.2, The Planters Hall, Mississippi, National Park Service, National Register Of Historic Places Inventory – the Planters Hall
Nomination Form, July 1969.

Greek Revival banks could be naturally converted to residences 2 (Figure 0.2). In
recent years, the advent of new banking technologies such as ATM and internet
banking has led to a decline in operating brick-and-mortar banks. Consequently, the
redevelopment of historic banks located in urban neighborhoods has been gaining
momentum in many American cities. Taking Brooklyn as a study area, the thesis aims
to provide a holistic view of the role of neighborhood banks in the local urban
landscape, and the changing ideas about the architecture of small-scale
neighborhood banks from 1900 to 1935. The significance of these bank buildings will

National Park Service, National Register Of Historic Places Inventory – the Planters Hall Nomination Form, July
1969, 3,
https://catalog.archives.gov/search?q=%22national%20register%20of%20historic%20places%22%2071000459
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be evaluated, after which an analysis of the various case studies of the current reuse
patterns can be conducted. Finally, some recommendations for preservation
mechanisms can be provided; these mechanisms would suggest means for fulfilling
the potential of the historic neighborhood banks to be continuously relevant in the
local urban landscape. The study of the neighborhood banks in Brooklyn aims to
guide conversations on the future preservation of neighborhood banks in a broader
setting, in cities with similar urban conditions where the effective preservation of
these structures can help to strengthen the identity of local neighborhoods.
Defining “Neighborhood Bank”
The purpose of defining the use of the term “Neighborhood Bank” is to set up a
parameter to refine the scope of the study. The “Neighborhood” aspect of a bank
can simply be understood as its intent to accommodate the people residing near it:
the structure was constructed to serve the financial needs of the growing population
and businesses of the urban neighborhood. In terms of its legal classification, a
“Neighborhood Bank” can be a savings bank, a commercial bank, a trust company,
and a branch bank. This affiliation can be reflected in the fact that many of these
institutions were either organized by local businessmen or tailored to suit the needs
of the local community by larger institutions whose headquarters might be
elsewhere.
Savings banks were often philanthropic in their aspiration; they intended to promote
thrift among the working class and built their businesses by accepting small deposits
from local residents. The mutual savings banks were more closely tied to their
surrounding community; they were owned by the depositors of the bank, and the
3

trustees of the bank were often public-spirited individuals who invested the bank’s
capital in low-risk government bonds, thereby ensuring relative security for the
working-class depositors. 3
Commercial banks such as the West End Bank in Bensonhurst or trust companies
such as the Midwood Trust in Flatbush were organized by local businessmen; they
were responses to the banking needs of the growing neighborhood. In the case of
the West End Bank, the building was organized because the surrounding community
of Bensonhurst and Bath Beach had to rely on banking facilities as far away as Coney
Island and Borough Park; the expanding commercial corridors along 86th street
demanded greater convenience in banking services. 4 On the other hand, The
Midwood Trust Company was built in response to the growth in home purchases of
the residential neighborhood of Flatbush; the bank aided in securing deeds and
fulfilling installments. 5 In most cases, commercial banks would be absorbed as a
branch office of a bigger banking corporation, the pattern can be observed in both of
the banks mentioned above and this will be discussed in the subsequent chapters.
Branch banks competed with independent banks by appealing to their tailored
service for the neighborhoods. The National City Bank of New York’s annual report of
1938 stated that by the end of the year, the bank operated 73 branches in total in the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, An Examination of the Banking Crises of the 1980s and Early 1990s,
(Washington, DC: FDIC. 1997), 211, https://www.fdic.gov/bank/historical/history/211_234.pdf
4
“West End Bank Opens,” Brooklyn daily eagle, November 8, 1920, 15,
https://bklyn.newspapers.com/image/?clipping_id=28341509&fcfToken=eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ
9.eyJmcmVlLXZpZXctaWQiOjU1NjM1MTA2LCJpYXQiOjE1NTYwMjM2NTUsImV4cCI6MTU1NjExMDA1NX0.Oure
3n8nEOK8gpplzW5uOHQXWuqkOtO0jR4c-oej-HM
5
“Safe Guarding Lot Buyers,” Brooklyn daily eagle, September 18, 1926, 14,
https://bklyn.newspapers.com/image/?clipping_id=30812418&fcfToken=eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ
9.eyJmcmVlLXZpZXctaWQiOjU4MjY2Nzc3LCJpYXQiOjE1NTYwMjM3MTMsImV4cCI6MTU1NjExMDExM30.AG7e
v2OM4H2akc17Jm9JWJuD10jd8HeXykNmpje3NTA
3
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greater New York area: “So, in these various ways the banks serve an enormous
number of people. It is perhaps natural to think of the City Bank as a big bank to
serve big interests. However, it is more than that; it is a neighborhood bank as well.” 6
Another instance is the 1935 Manufacturers Trust Company annual report, which
stated “It has always been our desire that each of our fifty-five branches should
occupy the unique position of being a “Neighborhood Bank” for the community in
which it is located, and that as such should enter materially into the life and activity of
its community.” 7 Although the language used by these banks promotes an agenda
of self-advocacy, it is apparent that here “neighborhood bank” describes branch
banks which were tailored to serve specific urban neighborhoods.
In terms of formal characteristics, the banks can be divided into shopfront banks
where the bank is incidental to a larger commercial building, and purpose-built banks
where the bank occupies the entire building, or where the bank occupies only a
section of the building. For the purpose of the study, The “Neighborhood Banks”
would only include the purpose-built banks.
The Period of Study, 1900 to 1935
The study of the neighborhood banks in Brooklyn has been purposefully bracketed
between 1900 to 1935; this is mostly because the period saw the rapid growth of
neighborhood banks in Brooklyn. A survey of historic banks in Brooklyn has been
conducted by comparing historical atlases and archival materials such as Brooklyn
Daily Eagle, Bankers’ Magazine and Real Estate Record and Builders' Guide. The
America's Corporate Foundation, The National City Bank of New York Annual Report, (New York: America's
Corporate Foundation, 1938), 12
7
America's Corporate Foundation, The Report of the President at the Annual meeting of shareholders at the
Head Office 55 Broad Street, New York, (New York: America's Corporate Foundation, 1936), 2
6
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survey found that there was a rapid increase in purpose-built banks from the 1910s
to the 1920s (Appendix A Thesis Timeline). The factors contributing to this were
multifaceted; the influence of events such as the World’s Columbian Exposition in
1893 or the changes in bank branching law in 1898 began to be manifested in bank
buildings in Brooklyn at the beginning of the 20th century.
Moreover, Brooklyn expanded greatly around this time; advances in transportation
such as the connection of the IRT subway to Manhattan in 1908 significantly
contributed to the rapid expansion. 8 The construction of neighborhood banks began
to decline after the Great Depression started in 1929; although some savings
institutions were unaffected by the depression because their advocacy for thrift and
security gained popularity, and they continued to build a number of branches taking
advantage of the relatively low labor cost (Figure 0.3), in general, bank construction

Figure 0.3, “We told you so”, Lincoln Savings Bank. “We Told You So.” The Emancipator, collection of Brooklyn
Historic Society, no. 2 (February 1931): cover page

“Subway to Brooklyn Opened for Business,” New York Times, January 9, 1908, 1.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1908/01/09/104714388.pdf
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came to a halt around 1935. 9 When the nation recovered, the idea of bank building
would be drastically changed, and the monumental banks which relied on classical
architectural language to impart a sense of security and dignity would become
obsolete.
Problem Statement
The technological advent of ATMs and eventually online banking contributed to the
decline of neighborhood banks. In the New York Times article titled What is
Happening to the Neighborhood Banks of 1988, the closing of Chase’s East Harlem
branch spurred conversations of the diminishing number of physical branches in
urban neighborhoods. 10 One of the community leaders stated that it was not the
insensibility of large bank institutions, but the options of other delivery systems such
as the automated teller machines, telephone and credit cards, which had
fundamentally changed the user habits and the attraction of physical branches. 11
Internet banking has also heavily facilitated the decline of neighborhood banks; many
people theorized that by moving into a cashless society, automation in the banking
business would eventually become absolute, although others stress the importance
of the brick and mortar aspect of banking which is essential for banks to build
relationships. 12 Statistically speaking, the number of physical branches has fallen by
around 10,000 from 2009 to 2017, with 2000 branches closed from 2016 to 2017

Belfourne, Monument, 235.
Fraser Seitel, “What's happening to the neighborhood bank”, New York Times, January 25, 1988, A22,
https://search-proquestcom.ezproxy.cul.columbia.edu/docview/110618267/37AEDE875BCC4D29PQ/1?accountid=10226
11
ibid
12
Belfourne, “Monument”, 305
9

10
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alone, according to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 13 The decline of the
number of branches challenges neighborhood banks to find new future uses; this is
conjoined with the current rapid real estate development that is taking place in
Brooklyn. Several neighborhood banks have been demolished in recent years.
One example of this is the demolition of the old Greenpoint Savings bank branch at
856 Washington Avenue. The branch was built in 1928 (see Figure 0.4), and
according to the certificate of Occupancy from the Brooklyn DOB (Department of
Buildings), the building had three stories and a basement; the architect was Francis
George Hasselman. 14 The façade of the building featured a giant three-story tall
bronze arched window, which was flanked by engaged Corinthian columns and
pilasters. There was an entablature on top with the words “Green Point Savings
Bank” engraved; the entablature had a dentil frieze. Additionally, a stepped parapet
crowned the building. The façade was made from limestone. The building was
occupied by Capital One Bank in 2015 when the Slate Property Group released a
proposal to redevelop the site to include a 14 story condominium. 15There were
community petitions to landmark this building in order to save it from demolition, and
public figures such as former New York State senator Jesse Hamilton joined in the
debate; he stated in an article that “Historic preservation experts attest that there are
no commercial buildings comparable in my district and that the former Greenpoint

David Montgomery, “Customers Used to Come for a Loan. Now, They Come for Pizza”, New York Times,
August 7, 2018.
14
New York City Department of Buildings, “Certificate of Occupancy No.50898,” June 2, 1928.
http://a810-bisweb.nyc.gov/bisweb/CofoJobDocumentServlet
15
Rachel Holliday Smith, “Don't Demolish the Bank, Prospect Heights Locals Urge Developer in Petition,”
Dnainfo, March 2, 2016.
https://www.dnainfo.com/new-york/20160302/prospect-heights/dont-demolish-bank-prospect-heightslocals-urge-developer-petition/
13
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Savings Bank is a significant example of an early-20th Century bank building,
especially in terms of its siting. Given that there is nothing comparable in the
community and that it provides an important part of the story of the heart of Brooklyn,
I am urging the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission to immediately
landmark 856 Washington Avenue in Brooklyn.” 16 This view, however, was not

Figure 0.4, Greenpoint Savings bank branch at 856 Washington Avenue, built in 1928, architect: Francis George Hasselman. Image courtesy
of Brooklyn Public Library Digital Collection.

shared by the Landmark Preservation Commission, the proposal to landmark was
rejected on the ground that the building was simply not a significant example of the

Jesse Hamilton, “Landmark 856 Washington Ave,” The New York State Senate, November 13, 2015.
https://www.nysenate.gov/newsroom/articles/jesse-hamilton/landmark-856-washington-ave
16

9

early 20th-century bank building. 17 The decision made by the Landmarks
Preservation Commission was not only an aesthetic one, but it was also influenced
by underlying economic factors and pressure from the real estate developments in
the area. The demolition of the building was reported to start during May 2016, and
the new 14-story residential tower rises well above the roof lines of its neighboring
buildings, this creates an overbearing effect on the streetscape (Figure 0.5). With
residential development accelerating in Brooklyn in the past decade, this is no longer
an isolated incident. The up-zoning of commercial centers in urban neighborhoods
puts historic neighborhood banks seriously at risk.

Figure 0.5: Greenpoint Savings Bank Washington Avenue Branch before and after demolition, image on the left by Nicholas Strini for
PropertyShark, image on the right by author.

Rachel Holliday Smith, “Prospect Heights Bank 'Does Not Merit' Landmark Consideration, City Says,” Dnainfo,
November 16, 2015, https://www.dnainfo.com/new-york/20151116/prospect-heights/prospect-heights-bankdoes-not-merit-landmark-consideration-city-says
17
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Another significant case of the loss of a neighborhood bank took place in Coney
Island. The Bank of Coney Island started its operation at the corner of Surf Avenue
and West 12th Street in 1909; 18 the bank received ample support from the local
business sector, and by 1925 the bank started to plan the expansion of its physical
building. The prolific Brooklyn bank architect Holmes and Winslow was hired for the

Figure 0.6, The Bank of Coney Island before demolition, image
credit: “Bank of Coney Island”, Save Coney Island, accessed March
29, 2019.

Figure 0.7 Plans and interior elevations of The Bank of Coney Island, image from. Banker’s
magazine, June 18, 1924.

“Bank of Coney Island Doing Well,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, August 15th, 1909,
https://bklyn.newspapers.com/image/53881575/?terms=Bank%2Bof%2BConey%2BIsland%2BDoing%2BWell

18

11

design, and the original intention of the architect was to create a grand neo-classical
design with the main entrance facing Surf Avenue; however, the bank was merged
with Brooklyn Trust Company in 1927 (Figure 0.6) 19, and only the rear portion of the
design was ever constructed. The interior of the building was featured in the
Banker’s Magazine; the author praised the design for converting the original domed
ceiling into a huge skylight over the main public space, the second floor forming an
arcade around the banking hall with twisted Corinthian columns. “Natural lighting
facilities are greatly increased, and the effect of spaciousness is an added asset.” 20 A
photo of the banking room before demolition can be seen in figure 0.6; the balcony
provided a view of the entire banking room, the second floor also added to the
economy of space. The columns were wonderfully proportioned, with the upper
columns slenderer than the pilasters below, recalling precedents from the Italian
Renaissance. The building was purchased by the Thor development group which
obtained a permit for demolition from Department of Buildings on 13th of August
2010. 21 Prior to the demolition, the building was listed as one of the buildings
proposed for designation by the local preservation group, Save Coney Island. The
not-for-profit group encouraged community engagement to stop the demolition of the

“The Latest Local Bank Merger”, Brooklyn Daily Eagle, December 24, 1927.
https://bklyn.newspapers.com/image/83362926/?terms=bank%2Bof%2Bconey%2Bisland
20
“The Bank of Coney Island Solves an Interesting Building Problem”, Banker’s magazine, June 18,, 1924,
https://search-proquestcom.ezproxy.cul.columbia.edu/docview/124392756/8BCDF8C9A5A746DCPQ/1?accountid=10226
21
Department of Buildings, “1124 Surf Avenue Brooklyn Demolition Permit”, New York City Department of
Buildings, August 13, 2010,
http://a810bisweb.nyc.gov/bisweb/JobsQueryByNumberServlet?requestid=2&passjobnumber=320201811&p
assdocnumber=01
19
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building, arguing that the bank was one of few remaining historic buildings in the
area and therefore significant to the identity of the neighborhood.22

Methodology
In order to provide a historical grounding leading up to the discussion of the
neighborhood banks in Brooklyn from 1900 to 1935, the thesis first provides a
contextual study using the existing literature of the development of bank architecture
in the United States. A survey of the historic bank buildings within the scope of study
of the thesis has then been conducted, drawing upon primary sources such as
historical journals and newspapers (The Bankers’ Magazine, The Real Estate Record
and Builders Guide, The Brooklyn Eagle, and private publications of historical banks),
maps and atlases (E. Belcher Hyde Map Company’s historic atlases of Brooklyn and
various transit maps published by banking institutions), and site visits. The resulting
survey data (Appendix B) is utilized to provide a cohesive analysis of the locations,
design characteristics and spatial arrangements of the bank buildings. The analysis
will point to what is at stake when examining their preservation; the longevity of these
buildings providing commercial service within their neighborhood contexts indicates
their social significance, while the massing and composition of their building façades
make them unique components of the street wall.
Case studies of the current uses and reuses of the small-scale neighborhood banks
are then conducted; the cases include four historic bank buildings in Brooklyn and
the Harlem Savings Bank in Manhattan. The selection of these buildings is based on

“Bank of Coney Island”, Save Coney Island, accessed March 29, 2019.
http://www.saveconeyisland.net/landmarks/bank-of-coney-island/
22
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their various public and private reuse programs; the Harlem Savings Bank is included
because it provides an interesting example of a currently vacant bank located in a
BID (Business Improvement District), and its role within the fast-changing urban
context points to the potential of neighborhood banks to be continuously relevant in
the future.
Finally, by synthesizing successful preservation and adaptive reuse strategies of
historical banks, recommendations for the neighborhood bank buildings in Brooklyn
can be put forth. The recommendations suggest possible steps that can be taken to
ensure the future preservation of these important urban structures. However, further
studies are needed to provide more in-depth analyses of the adaptive reuse
strategies of neighborhood banks in a broad context; the historic building type exists
in many cities with similar urban conditions as Brooklyn, so a comparative study of
the role of the neighborhood banks in these different locations would provide further
guidance on the successful preservation and reuse of the these structures.
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Chapter 1
The Development of Banking Architecture in The United States
Overall, changes in the architecture of purpose-built bank buildings reflect the
development of architectural ideas in the United States as a whole. In many cases,
bank buildings constitute prominent examples in the evolution of building styles. In
order to provide a brief outlook of the development of the building type, and to create
a foundation for an investigation into the neighborhood banks in Brooklyn from 1900
to 1935, this chapter explores the changes in bank architecture prior to the 20th
century; these changes can be chronologically divided according to three stylistic
periods: the early Georgian and Federal style, the Greek Revival, and Victorian
Eclecticism.
The Early Georgian and Federal style
The first major bank building which used architectural language as an expression of
power was the First Bank of the United States, designed in 1794 by Samuel Blodgett,
an amateur architect who was greatly influenced by architectural pattern books such
as Palladio’s Four Books on Architecture. 23 The building has a prominent Corinthian
portico in hexastyle. The Roman classicism exhibited in the building design was an
early precedent which would make a major comeback in the late 19th century (Figure
1.1). The Bank of Pennsylvania by Benjamin Latrobe was another bank building that
exerted a profound influence on the design of banks. The building was constructed
between 1798 and 1800, and the built form can be seen as a combination of many

23

Belfoure, Monument, 15.

15

classical forms. The interior functions of the bank can be observed from the outside;
the porticos at the front and back served as the vestibule and offices, while the
circular central banking room is expressed by a large six over six arched window,
and a rectangular drum sits on top of the central mass which supports a low saucer
dome providing additional light into the banking hall (Figure 1.2). 24 Latrobe’s design
exhibits influence from sir John Soane’s Bank of England, where the banking spaces
were lit by domed skylights; this design idea would become a recurring feature in
many savings banks in Brooklyn after the turn of the 20th century.

Figure 1.1 First Bank of the United States, 1797, architect: Samuel Blodgett, image
courtesy of the National Park Service

Figure 1.2 Bank of Pennsylvania, 1799, architect: Henry Latrobe image credit
the Hermitage

Unlike the two banks in temple forms discussed above, many banks built around the
same time retain a residential appearance. The Bank of New York designed by
George Doolett, for example, looked like a two-story residence, the narrow nine-overnine windows were framed by window surrounds with federal style ornamentations
such as swags and pediments. The central three bays were slightly projected, the
central entrance was raised from the ground by a set of stairs, the three arched
windows on the second floor were flanked by attenuated Ionic pilasters. The hipped

Leland M. Roth and Amanda C. Roth Clark, American Architecture : a History, (Boulder: Westview Press,
2016), 134.
24
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roof of the building was hidden by a balustrade, a pair of chimneys protruded from
the side façade around the pediment. (Figure 1.3). 25

Figure 1.3 Bank of New York, 1797, architect: George Doolett image from Charles Belfoure’s Monument to Money the Architecture of
American Banks, 25. Image credit: collection of the Bank of New York Archive.

25

Belfoure, Monuments, 24.
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The Greek Revival
The publication of Stuart and Revett’s The Antiquities of Athens and the Greek War
of Independence brought an international interest in the architecture of ancient
Greece; the style was especially popular in the United States because the new nation
saw itself as the standard bearer of the democratic ideal of the Greeks. William
Strickland designed the Second Bank of the United States based on the dimensions
of the Parthenon.26 The building was constructed between 1818 and 1824, and the
exterior of the building is very austere with the triglyphs as the only trace of
ornamentation (see figure 1.4). The interior of the building is in fact very similar to the
arrangement of the Bank of Pennsylvania, but a transverse barrel vault rises above
the central banking hall instead of the shallow dome (this is reflected on the exterior
by a slight projection on the sides of the banking hall). 27

Figure 1.4 Second Bank of the United States, 1824, architect: William Strickland, photo by author

26
27

Figure 1.5 Bank of Louisville, 1834, architect James Dakin, image by
the Historic American Buildings Survey (Library of Congress)

Roth and Clark, American Architecture, 163.
Roth and Clark, American Architecture, 163.
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Another example of far-reaching influence in future bank architecture design during
this era was the 1834 Bank of Louisville, Kentucky. The architect James Dakin
combined elements of Greek and Egyptian architecture; the façade of the building is
dominated by a pair of Ionic columns set in antis, the end walls of the recessed porch
have been tapered, carrying on top a metal acroterion flanked by vines (Figure 1.5).28
The column-in-antis form would still be seen on Wall Street in 1869; both the
Merchant’s Bank and Bank of America were arranged in this manner (Figure 1.6). 29
In Brooklyn, the Long Island Savings Bank at 47 Old Fulton Street still used this motif
in 1876. The pair of engaged Corinthian capitals visually tied the two levels of the
building together, the curvilinear pediment at the top of the building was immensely
expressive (Figure 1.7). The building was unfortunately demolished to make way for
the construction of the Brooklyn bridge.

Figure 1.6 Wall Street, 1869, image by New York Public Library Digital Collection

Figure 1.7 Long Island Savings Bank, 1876, image
by New York Public Library Digital Collection

Belfoure, Monuments, 51.
“1869 U.S. Life Insurance Company; Merchant's Bank; Bank of North America; Bank of America; Bank of New
York,” New York Public Library, accessed March 29, 2019, https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/ddbc2e70b55d-0132-ea70-58d385a7bbd0.
28
29
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The Victorian Eclecticism

A multitude of styles began to emerge by the 1840s, and with the advent of the use
of wrought and cast iron in architecture, banks started to increase in height for the
economy of space. By 1858, George Doolett’s Bank of New York had increasingly
become out of fashion, and the building was replaced in that year by an Italianate
design submitted by Calvert Vaux and Frederick Clark Withers. The design retained
the sense of elongation of the original structure and added inventive decorative
details in brick and brownstone; a New York Times article in 1858 described it as
“…though most elaborately ugly in its details, the general effect is by no means
unpleasant.” 30 In 1879 the bank would once again increase the building height to
accommodate its growth; Calvert Vaux added two more floors on top with the
topmost floor encased in a mansard roof of the Second Empire style (see Figure
1.8). 31 Adding a mansard roof, in the Second Empire Style, to an older building was
an easy way to bring it up to date and make it conform to what was then all the rage
in architecture, and architects and clients continued to search for new adaptations of
the latest architectural developments in Europe. The High Victorian Gothic found its
expression in the bank architecture at the Dry Dock Savings Bank in New York City.
The bank, located at the South West corner of the Bowery and Third Street, was
designed by Leopold Eidlitz in 1875 (Figure 1.9). 32 It was an elaborate

“The New Banking House of the Bank of New York,” New York Times, March 26, 1858,
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conglomeration of parts; the picturesque arrangement of towers, steep roofs in
polychrome and projecting porches broke down the central mass of the five-story
building. The interior of the building was also Gothic-inspired; the banking hall had a
groin vaulted ceiling carried by four granite columns with medieval-inspired

Figure 1.8 Bank of New York with the 1879 addition of the
mansard roof, architect: Calvert Vaux image courtesy of the
Library of Congress

Figure 1.9 Dry Dock Savings Bank, New York. 1875, architect: Leopold Eidlitz
Image by New York Public Library Digital Collection

capitals. 33 The Gothic Revival style was scarcely used on bank buildings because of
its intricacy of details and lack of historic association with banking, but Romanesque
Revival, on the other hand, suited the image of stability and dignity which the banks
had been seeking. George B. Post designed the Richardsonian Romanesque Erie
County Savings Bank in Buffalo, 1892; the design was drastically different from his
classical Williamsburg Savings Bank building almost 20 years earlier. The nine-story
building was completely clad in red granite; the corners were anchored by pointed
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Stern, Mellins and Fishman, New York 1880, 456.
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turrets, the arched windows above the banking floor were four stories tall, the steep
hipped roof was penetrated by 93 gabled dormers (Figure 1.10).34 Compared to the
Erie County Savings Bank, a new sensibility in the adaptation of the Romanesque
architectural language will be introduced in the 20th century; architects drew
inspirations from the Emilia-Romagna region in Italy, they invented an architectural
expression appropriate for tall office towers and the banking halls located at the
ground level. 35 This will be discussed in the following chapter.

Figure 1.10 Erie County Savings Bank, Buffalo. 1892, architect: George B. Post image by Library of Congress

Belfoure, Monuments, 111.
Landmarks Preservation Commission, “Bowery Savings bank building Designation Report”, September 17,
1996, 4, http://s-media.nyc.gov/agencies/lpc/lp/0163.pdf
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Chapter 2
The Development of Neighborhood Banks in Brooklyn from 1900–
1935
Changing Ideas in the Architecture of Neighborhood Banks
Many factors contributed to the architectural evolution of neighborhood banks. On
the one hand, it is closely tied to the historic development of the city of Brooklyn; the
innovations in public transportation and the changing industries altered the character
of Brooklyn, commercial and banking activities increased as the neighborhoods
started to spread to the fringes of the city, as a result, small-scale banks started to
mushroom in order to serve the needs of the expanding districts. On the other hand,
major architectural events such as the World’s Columbian Exposition in 1893, and
the International Exhibition of Modern Decorative and Industrial Arts in 1925 in Paris,
influenced the architecture of the banks. At the same time, several financial crises
and changes in banking laws further contributed to the development and
transformations of neighborhood banks. Therefore, it is essential to establish a
chronological understanding of the development of the neighborhood banks, the
study period is divided in 10-year-increments from prior to 1905 to 1935, this period
encompasses the most vibrant changes in purpose-built bank designs in Brooklyn.
Prior to 1905
Prior to 1905, bank architecture in Brooklyn consist chiefly of two types of forms: the
grand savings banks, such as the Williamsburgh Savings Bank and Brooklyn Savings
23

Bank; and the banking office buildings which were built by the bank with the ground
floor assuming banking functions, and the upper floor leased as offices. These bank
buildings were located in early developed residential neighborhood such as Brooklyn
Heights, and later Williamsburg and Greenpoint which developed because of
waterfront industrial expansion.

Figure 2.8 Williamsburg looking towards the water front. image by OldNYC, image part of the digital collection of the New York
Public Library

The urban development of Brooklyn started in Brooklyn Heights; this was the first
neighborhood in Brooklyn to evolve from a rural farming area into a residential
nucleus. This development was a direct result of the commercial expansion of New
York City, while the residential areas in Manhattan kept being pushed north, Brooklyn
Heights quickly attracted the attention of developers, and as early as 1814, Robert
Fulton established a regular ferry line between Wall Street and Fulton’s Landing.36
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The opening of the Brooklyn Bridge on May 24, 1883 further facilitated easy access
between Manhattan and Brooklyn Heights/Downtown Brooklyn, and brought
residential development further into inner neighborhoods. However, the opening of
the Brooklyn Bridge resulted in the demolition of a number of civic and commercial
structures around the East River and Fulton street, among these were the old home
of the Brooklyn Savings Bank at the meeting point of Fulton, Concord and Liberty
street, and the old Long Island Bank building built in 1876 (Figure 2.1). The retail and
commercial core of the city was thus shifted from the East River to the areas
surrounding City Hall in Brooklyn. 37 A number of these bank office buildings were
built around these areas, these include the South Brooklyn Savings Bank building at
191 Clinton street, built in 1871 and designed by E. L. Roberts; the Dime Savings
Bank building at the corner of Remsen street and Court street in 1862(demolished);
the Kings County Savings Bank (1868) by King & Willcox; and the Nassau Trust
Company constructed in 1901 (Figure 2.3). These buildings have a strong horizontal
focus with string courses or entablatures separating each floor, the entrances have
been emphasized through the use of elaborate porticos. The stylistic choices of
these banks were varied, this was typical during the Victorian Eclecticism era,
primarily they were Neo-Classical, Neo-Grec, and Second Empire. The South
Brooklyn Savings Bank building was designed in Neo-Grec style, the Tuckahoe

Eleanora W Schoenebaum, Emerging neighborhoods: the development of Brooklyn's fringe area, 1850-1930,
(PhD diss., Columbia University, 1977), 8.
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marble façade was divided into four levels and a basement, the entrance to the
banking hall was raised from the street level to instill a sense of monumentality. The
portico of the entrance is composed of paired columns on pedestal carrying a full
entablature, a smaller portico of similar arrangement is stacked directly on top. The
Dime Savings Bank building used similar compositional strategies; the height of the
banking hall level is taller than the upper floor, the entrance is raised from the street
level and framed by free-standing columns with elaborate Corinthian capitals. This

Figure 2.1 long Island bank building. image by Google map

Figure 2.4 Nassau Trust Company. image by Google map

Figure 2.2 long Island bank building. image by NYPL Figure 2.3 Dime Savings Bank Building. image by NYPL
Digital Collection
Digital Collection

Figure 2.5 Nassau Trust Company. image by NYPL
Digital Collection

Figure 2.6 Kings County Savings Bank. image by
Google map
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creates a sense of separation which is drastically different from the effects which
later banks would wish to achieve.
By the mid-19th century, Manhattan’s industrial waterfront neighborhoods started to
become overcrowded and the development spilled out into the Brooklyn
neighborhoods of Williamsburg and Greenpoint. These areas expanded dramatically
in the following decades, by the 20th century, Brooklyn became the fourth largest
goods manufacturing city in the United States. 38 Because of the industrial activity on
the waterfront, the working-class communities fueled residential development
nearby. The Williamsburgh Savings Bank was constructed in 1875, at the height of

Figure 2.7 Image on the left, Williamsburgh Savings Bank. image by Brooklyn Public Library Digital Collection. Image on the right,
Williamsburgh Savings Bank in 2019, photo by author.

the expansion of the garment industry in Williamsburg (Figure 2.7). 39 The building
was designed by George B. Post, an early proponent of French Beaux-Arts design in

38
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the United States. The design was essentially a monumental dome resting on a
rectangular base, the arched entrance is framed by a monumental projected templefront portico. Like the office banks introduced before, the entrance level is elevated
from the street, a sense of security and separation can thus be created, this effect is
further strengthened by the small sized openings above the eye level of the
pedestrians, which makes the activities inside invisible to the public. Another grand
savings bank built later was the Brooklyn Savings Bank building in 1892. After the
demolition of the old building on Fulton street, the bank began the construction of its
new quarter at the corner of Pierrepont and Clinton street, the institution hired the
celebrated architect Frank Freeman for the design; he was responsible for the
Germania Club, the Fire Department Building and many other prominent buildings in

Figure 2.8 Brooklyn Savings Bank. image by Brooklyn Public Library Digital Collection

Brooklyn, the new bank building was to become one of the first neo-classical designs
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of the architect. 40 Construction started in 1892 and finished in 1894, the composition
projects a sense of massiveness with a giant pyramid roof resting directly on top of
the rectangular body (Figure 2.8). These two banks were preludes to the revival of
classical design in neighborhood bank buildings in Brooklyn; the 1893 World’s
Columbian Exposition would soon have a profound influence in architecture of
America at large.
Changes in banking legislature around this period would also exert great influence
on bank designs after the turn of the century. Prior to the 20th century, bank branches
were scant not only in New York State but also in the rest of the country. The
practice of one institution having one office of operation, known as unit banking, was
ubiquitous in American banking. According to an estimate by the Federal Reserve
Committee on Branch, Group, and Chain Banking, there were only 119 branches in
total in the United States by the turn of the 20th century. 41 The New York state law of
1892 clearly stated that "No bank in this state, nor any officer or director thereof,
shall open or keep an office of deposit or discount other than its usual place of
business." 42 However, in 1898, the same year when Brooklyn became a borough of
the City of Greater New York, the State law allowed banks to own branches in cities
with more than one million inhabitants, which only applied to the newly consolidated

“Brooklyn’s New Bank,” The New York Times, August 6, 1893,
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New York City. 43 In the following decades branch banks made up a large proportion
of the neighborhood banks in Brooklyn.
1905-1915
Between 1905 and 1915, the neighborhood banks started to develop further into the
expanding borough of Brooklyn, although small scale banks started to emerge, the
period is still predominantly marked with the construction of large savings and
commercial banks in the established neighborhoods of Brooklyn Heights,
Williamsburg and Greenpoint. The influence of the 1893 World’s Columbian
Exposition can be clearly observed in the banks constructed during this period, this
was partly due to the precedents established in the notable Manhattan banks,
especially the Bowery Savings bank designed by McKim Mead and White in 1893.
The smaller scaled banks were in effect the filtered-down versions of the grand
banks, however, this is by no means a derogative remark; the architects of the small
neighborhood banks used the architectural language creatively to meet the needs of
the lot size and economy, the façade and scale of the bank fit the peripheral
character of the neighborhood while having a strong visual identity.
Many significant financial events occurred during this time period; one of the
cataclysmic financial events at the beginning of the twentieth century was the panic
of 1907. The crisis was sparked by miss-stepped speculation on the copper mining
stock, the debacle caused customers of the Mercantile National Bank to withdraw
their money in a frenzy, and this quickly created a chain of reactions in the
depositors of trust companies. Unlike banks, trust companies did not need to comply
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with the regulations of the National Banking Law. They not only managed trust funds
or estates but also engaged in speculative investments like banks, and while every
dollar was backed by 25 cents in cash for chartered banks, trust companies only
needed to support it by 6 cents. 44 Many of the leading trust companies in New York
City went bankrupt, and because of a lack of central banking system (The Federal
Reserve Bank was created 10 years later in 1917), there was no coherent rescue
effort from the government, and credit lending had to fall into the hands of prominent
bankers like J. P. Morgan or James Stillman of the National City Bank. The economic
downturn did create shortages of available currency in the market, which in turn
affected many of the neighborhood banks in Brooklyn, however it appeared that
savings banks were not seriously impacted by the crisis, and instead, expanded right
during the aftermath. For instance, Greenpoint Savings Bank commissioned the wellknown New York architecture firm Helmle & Huberty for the design and construction
of their impressive neo-classical branch at 807 Manhattan Avenue in Greenpoint
(Figure 2.9). The structure was planned in 1906 and finished in 1908, the building
has projected portico with triangular pediments supported by four ionic Greek
columns, there is a recessed attic level on top of the main rectangular body, the attic
supports a cylindrical drum on top of which rests the shallow dome above the
banking hall. The shallow dome became a recurring feature in banks constructed
around this time in Brooklyn, this is reminiscent of the Bank of Philadelphia by
Benjamin Latrobe in 1800; the recurring interest in the dome motif itself was sparked
by the design of Post’s Williamsburg savings bank. Another example of this was the

Roger Lowenstein, America's Bank: The Epic Struggle to Create the Federal Reserve, (New York: Penguin,
2016), 64.
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Figure 2.9: Greenpoint Savings Bank, built 1906-1908, architect: Helmle & Huberty. Image Credit: Historic Districts Council

/

Figure 2.10: Dime Savings Bank, Image by Museum of the City of New York

Figure 2.11: The Williamsburg Trust Company, Image by Brooklyn Public
Library Digital Collection

Figure 2.10: Dime Savings Bank, built 1906-1908, architect: Mowbray & Uffinger,
Image credit: Beyond My Ken,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=24707083

Figure 2.11: The Williamsburg Trust Company, Image by Brooklyn Relics
https://brooklynrelics.blogspot.com/2014/12/williamsburg-trustcompany-holy-trinity.html

Dime Savings Bank, which commissioned the bank architecture firm Mowbray &
32

Uffinger in 1906 to build its headquarter at 9 Dekalb Avenue (See 2.10), this
structure was also finished in 1908. The building sits on a triangular corner site, the
entrance portico was originally made up of four engaged Ionic columns, the two side
facades were identical colonnades of freestanding Ionic columns. The building was
enlarged between 1931-32 by Halsey, McCormack & Helmer, the portico was
projected out with a triangular pediment. The attic level is offset from the façade, and
on top of the attic there is a continuous parapet decorated with acroterion further set
back from the attic, the shallow dome and the drum base culminates in the center,
the dome is supported in the interior by a ring of 12 marble columns which are the
focus of the banking hall. Apart from the savings banks, another example of this type
of domed banks was the Williamsburg Trust Company (Figure 2.11), the building was
completed in 1906, right before the financial crisis. The composition of the building is
similar to that of the Greenpoint savings bank, but the design is inspired by Roman
temple motifs rather than Greek, the projected porticos are decorated with acroteria
and the tetrastyle Ionic columns create a strong sense of three-dimensionality. The
parapets above the cornice are decorated with balustrades, the octagonal base of
the drum and dome has a deep cornice with elaborate moldings of dentils and
garlands, and instead of marble the building façade was clad with white terracotta.
The Williamsburg Trust Company would become insolvent after the financial crisis
and was used as a courthouse from 1915 to 1958 by the city, later it would be
acquired by the Holy Ukrainian Autocephalic Orthodox Church in Exile in 1961 and
remains as its Holy Trinity Cathedral till today. 45

Landmarks Preservation Commission, “Williamsburgh Trust Company Building Designation Report”, August
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1915-1929
The nineteen twenties saw the proliferation of small-scale neighborhood banks in
Brooklyn. The development of public transportation had spurred residential
development in the greater areas of Brooklyn, this was coupled by the passage of
zoning laws in 1916; the government attempted to guide and control the
development of the expanding city. As neighborhoods expanded, commercial
centers started to appear to serve the retail and financial needs of the surrounding
districts. Banks began to take advantage of the prominent corners within the newly
emerged commercial centers, the banks used small-scale monumental architecture
as advertisement to announce their physical presence in the neighborhoods, and to
project a sense of security and dignity. These small bank designs were still under the
influence of the 1893 Exposition, classical language was widely adopted; this also
reflected how the architects of the small banks looked to the major bank architecture
in Manhattan and earlier in Brooklyn for inspiration, but at the same time developed
their own system of efficient designs; many specialized bank architects practiced in
Brooklyn at the time, and they contributed much to the landscape of bank buildings
around the borough.
The development of the transit system in Brooklyn played an essential part in
transforming the farmlands of inner Brooklyn into densely populated urban
residential areas. The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company (BRT) operated several
elevated train lines crossing the East River via the Brooklyn Bridge and later via the
Williamsburg Bridge, a system of trolley lines connecting inner neighborhoods with
one another. The Interborough Rapid Transit system (IRT) officially opened in New
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Figure 2.12 The Location of All Historic Banks in Brooklyn in relation to transportation maps. The historic transit map was published by the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Company in 1918, the image is created by author

York City on October 27, 1904. The system quickly expanded to Brooklyn in 1908,
crossing the East River through an underwater tunnel, the newly constructed subway
brought commuters from Manhattan all the way to Atlantic Avenue in a relatively
short period of time. 46 The system grew further, and the Fourth Avenue line reached
as far as Coney Island by 1915. The residential development either followed or in
some cases preceded the transportation system. The commercial nodes which
formed as a result of the residential development, started to appear, and the physical

“Another Centennial–Original Subway Extended To Fulton Street”, New York Division Bulletin, August 31,
2016, https://issuu.com/erausa/docs/2005-01-bulletin
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evidence of their expansion was the formation of banks within these districts, and
they started to appear in these newly developed neighborhoods around the 1920s.
There are three types of site conditions for these small neighborhood banks, they
would be situated in corner-lots, midblock-lots and irregular lots (Figure 2.13). Most
of the banks were situated in the corner lots; analysis of the survey data reveals that
out of the 110 historic banks in Brooklyn, about 79 (72%) were corner-lot banks, 27

Figure 2.13 Distribution of Corner-lot, Mid-lot and Irregular lot/ Freestanding Banks. Image by author

(25%) were midblock-lot banks, and only 4 (3%) were situated at irregular corner lots
which were formed at the intersections of two non-perpendicular streets. The
distribution of the existing banks belonging to the three categories of site conditions
can be seen in figure 2.13. Initially, the small-scale neighborhood banks were
designed exclusively in the neoclassical style, this was certainly due to the influence
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of the monumental banks in Manhattan and Brooklyn as discussed in the previous
chapter. Later, Romanesque Revival, Italian Renaissance, Federal Revival, and even
Viennese Secession styles started to appear. However, the neoclassical zeal would
persist until the 1930s, when it was finally overtaken by the Art Deco and later
Modern movement in architecture. The use of giant columns or pilasters with
intercolumnar arched or rectilinear windows was popular in the neighborhood bank
designs, this can be observed in a number of banks designed in 1919 and 1920.
These include the Greater New York Savings Bank at 453 5th Avenue designed by
Shampan & Shampan architects in 1919, the Peoples National Bank (1919) at 880
Quincy Avenue designed by Koch & Wagner Architects, the Mechanics Bank (1919)
at 1014 Gates Avenue designed by Holmes & Winslow, the Thrift Bank (1920) at 225

Figure 2.14 the Greater New York Savings bank, 1919, 453 5th Avenue, architect:
Shampan & Shampan, Image courtesy of the Brooklyn Public Library Digital collection

Figure 2.15 The Peoples National Bank, 1919, 880 Quincy Avenue,
architect: Koch & Wagner, Image courtesy of the Brooklyn Public Library
Digital collection
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Ryerson street by Shampan & Shampan architects, and the Roosevelt Savings Bank
at 1024 Gates Avenue (see figure 2.14-18).

Figure 2.16 The Mechanics Bank, 1014 Gates Avenue, 1919, architect: Holmes & Winslow, image by author.

Figure 2.17 The Thrift Bank, 225 Ryerson Street 1920, architect: Shampan & Shampan Photo courtesy of the New York Public
Library Digital Collection
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Figure 2.18 The Peoples National Bank, 1919, 880 Quincy Avenue, architect: Koch & Wagner, Image by author.

Limestone became the material of choice for the bank buildings, this was reminiscent
of the influence of the Chicago Exposition, after which white limestone buildings
became the norm in public, residential and commercial architecture. The Indiana
Limestone Quarrymen’s Association published a catalogue named The Indiana
Limestone Bank Book in June 1917, the catalogue provided a copious amount of
examples of limestone banks around the country, an insightful comment was made
about bank as a building type: “Far More than any type of commercial structure, a
bank building is a monument – a monument not only to the success and the
soundness of the institution itself, but to the whole commercial fabric of the
community that supports it – a vital part of the enterprises with which it has
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relations.” 47 Many architects often combine the uses of limestone and brick masonry
to achieve this sense of monumentality. Holmes & Winslow for example, designed
many neighborhood banks around Brooklyn using this material palette, these include
the Mechanics Bank mentioned above, the National City Bank of New York branch at
138 Pennsylvania in 1921 (Figure 2.19), and the old West End Bank at 83 20th
Avenue in 1920 (Figure 2.20). The firm Holmes & Winslow was a joint architecture
firm established by Charles A. Holmes and Harvey L. Winslow around 1905; the firm
accepted mostly bank projects and Winslow was a resident of Brooklyn. 48

Figure 2.19 The National City Bank of New York, 138 Pennsylvania, 1921, architect: Holmes & Winslow, image by author.

Indiana Limestone Quarrymen's Association, Indiana Limestone bank book, (Bedford: Indiana Limestone
Quarrymen's Association, 1924), 5.
48
“Harvey L. Winslow, Special to The New York Times," New York Times, Feb 09, 1937.
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Figure 2.20 The West End Bank, 83 20th Street, 1920, architect: Holmes & Winslow, Photo from Google Map.

Around the same time, there was a renewed interest in the Italian Renaissance style
in bank building design, this was first seen in York & Sawyer’s design of the Brooklyn
Trust Company at 177 Montague Street, the building was constructed in 1916, the
main banking hall occupies the double-height rusticated base of the building, the
upper floors were used as office spaces and adorned with a colonnade of engaged
Corinthian columns. In 1919 the firm designed the imposing Federal Reserve Bank of
New York in Manhattan, the design took the idea of the Brooklyn Trust Company and
elevated it to an imposing character appropriate to the status of the central bank. The
building was the result of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, a major advancement in
banking law in the United States, the lack of a central banking system showed great
disadvantages and resulted in the shortage of the supply of credit during a financial
crisis. 49 York and Sawyer used the historical association of the palazzo type of
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building, which was widely used for bankers like the Medici, the Rucellai and the
Peruzzi, to project a sense of stability and as a reference to the central function of the

Figure 2.21 Federal Reserve Bank, Image by NYPL Digital Collection

Figure 2.22 Brooklyn Trust Company, Photo by Brooklyn Public Library Digital
Collections

reserve bank (Figure 2.21, 2.22). In Brooklyn, the Midwood Trust Company used the
language of the Italian Renaissance at a smaller scale, the building was built in 1921
and designed by architects Trowbridge Ackerman and Charles Ramsey. The building
was fully rusticated with arched window and doorway, the central door was
decorated with a projected cornice and iron works on top, two smaller windows
flanked the entrance doors, they were used for the display of advertisements. A pair
of engravings of the insignia of the bank were set above the side windows; the
building was capped by a sloped hip roof with variegated slate styles visible from the
street level (Figure 2.23).
42

Figure 2.23, Midwood Trust Company, 1144 Flatbush Avenue, 1921, architect: Trowbridge Ackerman and Charles Ramsey, image by
author

By the end of the 1920s, a new sensibility in bank architectural design was
introduced by York & Sawyer in the Bowery Savings Bank at 110 East 42nd Street.
The architects drew inspirations from the architecture of the Emilia-Romagna region
in Italy, the LPC designation report refers to this adaptation as “an academic Italian
Romanesque style.” 50 The decorative details of this style can be interpreted as a
combination of classical and gothic motifs; the resulting historic association to
medieval towers and campaniles is appropriate to the designs of new office towers. 51
The building was constructed from 1921 to 1923, the banking hall at the base of the
office tower features a grand monumental arched entrance, the multitude of jambs

Landmarks Preservation Commission, “Bowery Savings Bank Building Designation Report”, September 17,
1996, 4. http://s-media.nyc.gov/agencies/lpc/lp/1912.pdf
51
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and archivolts leading to the doorway were carved with rich decorative features
(Figure 2.24). 52 This is very similar to the Seamen’s Bank for Savings at 71 Wall
street designed by Benjamin Wistar Morris in 1927, where the voussoirs of the
monumental arched entrance have been decorated in medieval-inspired motifs
(Figure 2.25). Holme & Winslow’s East New York Savings bank building at 1117
Eastern Parkway show influence from the earlier precedent (Figure 2.26). The

Figure 2.24 Bowery Savings Bank, image courtesy of the NYPL Digital Collection. Figure 2.25 Seaman’s Bank for Savings, image courtesy of the Library of Congress

Figure 2.26East New York Savings Bank, image prepared by the LPC Designation report. Figure 2.27 Gathering at the East New York Savings Bank, image courtesy of the New
York Public Library Digital Collection
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Landmarks Preservation Commission, “Bowery,” 5.
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building was constructed in 1928, the monumental deep recessed entrance and the
flanking medallions resemble the entrance of the Bowery Savings Bank, the building
has three recessed arched windows on one side with decorated surrounds and
shared pilasters, a sense of massiveness is projected by the thickness of the stone
walls shown by the openings. The bronze works of the door, windows and
medallions were designed by Rene Paul Chambellan who was responsible for the
design of the decorative works of the Chanin building (Sloan & Robertson, 1927). 53
Comparing to this, the Kings County Savings bank designed by Halsey, McCormack
& Helmer in 1929 is more singular in its composition. The engaged columns around
the arches are more attenuated and continue from the capital all the way to the top of
the parapet of the building, this gives the building an upward thrust, and counteracts
the massiveness of the building form. The entrance is located at the longer side of
the building, taking advantage of its exposure to Eastern Parkway (Figure 2.28).

Figure 2.28 Kings County Savings bank, image on the left courtesy of the Brooklyn Public Library Digital Collection, image on the right by author.

Landmarks Preservation Commission, “East New York Savings Bank Building Designation Report”, September
17, 1996, 6. http://s-media.nyc.gov/agencies/lpc/lp/2472.pdf
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Around this period, the architect Eugene Schoen designed several small-scale banks
in Brooklyn with great originality; he was a member of the Hungarian Jewish
community in New York City. He graduated from Columbia University in 1902, and
practiced architecture at the firm of Mckim Mead & White for over ten years. 54 He
was best known for using design influence from the Austrian Modern Movement in
his architectural works in New York, he traveled to Vienna after graduation and met
with well-known artists/architects such as Otto Wager and Josef Hoffman. 55 In
Brooklyn, Schoen designed several branch banks of the Public National Bank of New

Figure 2.29 The Public National Bank of New York, 47 Graham Street, 1921, architect Eugene Schoen, Image by author

Landmarks Preservation Commission, “East New York Savings Bank Building Designation Report”, September
17, 1996, 6. http://s-media.nyc.gov/agencies/lpc/lp/2472.pdf
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York. The most remarkable design was the Williamsburg branch; rusticated Doric
columns surround the building, most of them are paired together to increase the
sense of strength and security, above the entrance doors and display windows were
panels decorated with reliefs influenced by the Viennese Secession (Figure 2.30). 56
The building was designated as a landmark in 2012 and is still the only small-scale
neighborhood bank to be landmarked in Brooklyn. Other branches designed by the
architect include the one on 896 Dekalb Avenue, the design similarly employed
paired pilasters to frame round-arch fenestrations. The building is now used as an
event space for weddings, art exhibitions and functions (Figure 2.31). A third branch
can be found at 319 Grand Street; the design is like the Dekalb Avenue branch, the
checkered brick pattern and the column capital design are unique in bank
architecture built around this time (Figure 2.32).

Figure 2.30 The Public National Bank of New York side wall and details, Image by author
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Landmarks Preservation Commission, “Williamsburg Branch,” 3.
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From left to right: Figure 2.31: The Public National Bank of New York, 896 Dekalb Avenue, Image from Google map. Figure 2.32: the Public National Bank of New York, 319 Grand
St, Image by author

New York city pioneered the city zoning regulation in the United States when it
passed the Zoning Resolution in 1916, the regulation not only regulated the height
and bulk of individual buildings but also designated specific boundaries for uses
within neighborhoods. 57 The use districts intended to separate the residential and
business uses and at the same time to limit industrial uses such as brewing, smelting,
and sugar refining to suitable areas. The business districts were mainly designated
along main streets and along the public transportation routes, a portion of the zoning
map can be observed in figure 2.33. Banks mostly established their quarters at the
intersection of two or more of these main streets, bank architects were often involved
in the site selection and planning phase of the building and usually calculated how
many people travelled past the lot on a daily basis; the aim was to create an
impression on the largest number of people possible, the areas where the nodes of
business were established became the ideal sites. As the architect Alfred Hopkins
pointed out in his book, The Fundamentals of good bank building, a well-suited

City Of New York, Board of Estimate and Apportionment, “Building Zone Resolution”, July 25, 1916.
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/about/city-planning-history/zr1916.pdf
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location is in effect “A big billboard on the best corner in town.” 58 Because of the
careful planning by architects, and because the public transportation routes have
remained largely unchanged, historic banks remain in the central business corridors
today and play a crucial part in the commercial life of the residents.
Bedford-Stuyvesant

Figure 2.33: Zoning analysis of the Bedford-Stuyvesant area in relation to historic neighborhood bank from 1900 to 1935. By author.

Take for example the neighborhood of Bedford-Stuyvesant: several historic
neighborhood banks can be found along the primary corridor of Broadway (Figure
2.33), including the old Corn Exchange Bank at 1240 Broadway (1898), the Peoples
58

Alfred Hopkins, The Fundamentals of good bank building, (New York: n.p., 1929), 105.
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National Bank branch at 880 Quincy Street (1919), the Roosevelt Savings Bank at
1018 Gates Avenue (1920), and Mechanics Bank at 1014 Gates Avenue (1919). The
commercial corridor had started developing even before the opening of the elevated
subway, as is reflected in the presence of the old Corn Exchange Bank, a bank
building built in the Beaux-Arts tradition with offices for lease on upper levels. The

Figure 2.34: The City of New York, Board of Estimate and Apportionment, 1916 Use Districts Zoning analysis of the Bedford-Stuyvesant area in relation to the
historic neighborhood bank from 1900 to 1935. By author. Dark blue lines represent the business district; dotted lines represent unrestricted districts; blank
streets represent residential districts.

Broadway corridor was zoned for business use in the 1916 zoning law (Figure 2.34).
The historic zoning regulation can be compared with the current zoning of this
neighborhood (Figure 2.33) that indicates the contemporary land uses, as well as the
organization of the district at large. C4-4L commercial zones can be found along
blocks lining Broadway; this zoning designation can be summarized as a general
commercial district for the provision of primary shopping needs of the neighborhood,
and it also aims at creating a continuous commercial frontage to provide for business
needs for the broader areas outside of the neighborhood. 59 It can be observed that
all the banks mentioned before are located within these zones, and compared with

City Planning Commission, “31-10 Purposes Of Specific Commercial Districts,” Department 0f City Planning,
October 01, 2018, 652.
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C1 (Local Retail Districts) and C2 (Local Service Districts), C4 zones generally have
higher FAR (Floor to Area Ratio, the sum of a building’s floor area divided by its lot
area); this allows for higher density developments. 60 The current FAR for the banks
indicated in the zoning map is 4.0, this is an increase from the 3.4 FAR specified in
the 1961 Zoning Resolution. 61 This analysis suggests that the historic banks in this
area are under pressure from new developments: the combined factors of high FAR,
adjacency to the railway line, and lack of landmark protection casts doubt on the
future preservation of the buildings.
Looking at the site plan of the Mechanics Bank, Roosevelt Bank and the Peoples
National Bank (Figure 2.35), a lively commercial node is made up of a majority of
mixed-use commercial buildings together with several visually prominent historic

Figure 2.35: Site Plan of the Mechanics Bank, Peoples National Bank and Roosevelt Savings Bank, the image illustrates the specific uses of surrounding
commercial entities. The major historical commercial, civic, and industrial buildings are indicated in colors. Red represents Historic banks, green represents
historic theaters, purple represents public institutions, and yellow represents historic industrial buildings. Map by author.

City Planning Commission, “12-10 Definitions,” Department of City Planning, October 01, 2018, 83.
Department of City Planning, New York City - 1961 Zoning Map and Zoning Resolution (New York: City
Planning Commission, 1961), 125, https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/about/city-planninghistory/zoning_maps_and_resolution_1961.pdf
60
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structures, including not only the historic bank buildings, but also other commercial,
public and institutional buildings (Figure 2.36). Two historic theater buildings can be

Figure 2.36: E. Belcher Hyde, Atlas of the borough of Brooklyn, city of New York 1919 & 1929, map showing the BedfordStuyvesant area in relation to the historic neighborhood banks and other prominent structures from 1900 to 1935. Image
organized by author.

found at the vicinity of the banks: the former Gates Avenue Theater (1921), which
has been converted to a religious institution, lies just across the street from the
Mechanics Bank and the Roosevelt Bank, and the former Bushwick Theater (1911),
now a technical high school, sits diagonally across the block of the two banks. The
old Borden’s milk company (1925) is located at the western edge of the same block
as the banks. This assembly of notable historic structures within central commercial
nodes and corridors is not an isolated phenomenon; this will be demonstrated in
other site analyses of urban neighborhoods in this chapter. The contemporary
commercial entities around the historic neighborhood banks include both private and
public uses; the ground floor storefronts of the mixed-use buildings provide uses
such as clothing store, pharmacy, delicatessen, medical centers, spa, and hair salon
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as well as childcare. Public institutions include police and fire departments, post
office, and neighborhood services.

Figure 2.37: Elevation of block at the Western corner of the intersection between Broadway and Gates Ave, with the Mechanics bank and the Roosevelt Bank.
By author.

Zooming into the street wall of the south side of Gates Avenue, the surrounding
buildings of the Mechanics Bank and the Roosevelt Bank have mostly been rebuilt
over the years, resulting in an uneven skyline as seen in the street elevation (Figure
2.37). Comparing this with the historical photo from the property card of 1920, it can
be observed that the two neighborhood banks are among the remaining historic
fabric of the street wall. The visual prominence of the Mechanics’ Bank can further
be attributed to its use of classical architectural features; the four Corinthian pilasters
frame three double-height arched windows, the façade reads as a single-story
structure when in fact the building has two levels and a mezzanine. This facade
composition is in direct contrast with buildings on the same block, whose façades are
composed of repetitions of small openings. The recent alteration of the Roosevelt
Savings bank eliminated many of its character-defining features; these include the
sculptural form on top of the grand entrance, the relief panels on top of the side
windows, and the cornice features (Figure 2.38). Two more levels have been added
on top of the building, and this disrupts the composition of the original façade. By
contrasting the altered building with the neighboring Mechanics Bank, it becomes
evident that original features contribute much to the significance of neighborhood
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banks. This highlights the fact that protections or guidance from zoning regulations
or landmark designations could avoid insensitive alteration to these historic
structures.

Figure 2.38: the Roosevelt Savings Bank after and before alteration, Image on the left by Zoe Rosenberg, May 23, 2016. Image on the right
by Greg Snodgrass

Bensonhurst

Figure 2.39: The City of New York, Board of Estimate and Apportionment, 1916 Use Districts Zoning analysis of the Bensonhurst area in relation to the historic neighborhood
bank from 1900 to 1935. By author. Dark blue lines represent the business district; dotted lines represent unrestricted districts, blank streets represent residential districts.
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The neighborhood banks in Bensonhurst show characteristics similar to those of
Bedford-Stuyvesant. The West End Bank (1920), Public National Bank and Trust Co.
branch (1925) and the Bensonhurst National Bank (date and architect unknown) are
located within the C4 commercial zones as well (Figure 2.40). The corridor along 86th
street became the main commercial center of Bensonhurst when the 4th Avenue line
opened in 1915, and the banks mark the most concentrated commercial activities
within the area.

Figure 2.40: Current Zoning analysis of the Bensonhurst area in relation to the historic neighborhood banks from 1900 to 1935. By author.
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The old West Side Bank is located at a prominent corner of the block, and right in
front of the northern stairs of the south end of the elevated railway station (Figure
2.42). The brick building has a front façade facing 86th Street; the façade is
accentuated by a pair of painted Ionic columns set in antis. Most of the structures on
the block are speculative mixed-use buildings with storefronts on the ground floor
and residences on upper floors, many of them similar in design and of the same
height (see Figure 2.41). Compared to them, although the neighborhood bank
building is lower in height, its identity can be read through its use of large openings,

Figure 2.41: Northern Elevation of the block at the Eastern corner of the intersection between 86th St and 20th Ave, with the West End Bank on the left.
By author.

Figure 2.42: The site plan showing the surrounding areas of the West End Bank, the image illustrates the specific uses of surrounding commercial entities. The major
historical commercial, civic, and industrial buildings are indicated in colors. Red represents Historic banks and green represents historic theaters. Map by author.
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monumental columns, and the hierarchical arrangement of the base, entrance,
cornice, and low pediment.

Figure 2.43: E. Belcher Hyde, Atlas of the borough of Brooklyn, city of New York 1929, map showing the Bensonhurst area around the intersection between 20th St and 86th St
in relation to the historic neighborhood banks and other prominent structures from 1900 to 1935. Image organized by author.

The former Benson Theater is located next to the West End Bank; the Theater
opened in 1922 shortly after the opening of the bank. 62 The two pedimented
entrance portals were symmetrically arranged on the sides of the façade; although it
has been significantly altered to suit retail uses, the white classical structure
represents the other prominent historic structure in the surrounding commercial
node. The current uses of the commercial storefronts of the surrounding mixed-use
buildings are similar to the ones in Bedford-Stuyvesant; they are composed of retail
uses such as clothing, bakery, jewelry and appliance stores, as well as restaurants, a
hair salon, and a café which carries social functions. It is perhaps because of the

“Tonight’s Events” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Mar 1, 1922, 11,
https://bklyn.newspapers.com/clip/30936722/the_brooklyn_daily_eagle/
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concentration of the surrounding commercial activities that the historic neighborhood
bank building still functions as a bank.
Flatbush

Figure 2.44: Zoning analysis of the Flatbush area in relation to the historic neighborhood bank from 1900 to 1935. By author.

The commercial center of the neighborhood of Flatbush is positioned at the
intersection between Church Avenue and Flatbush Avenue, and as in the case of the
previous two neighborhoods, historic neighborhood banks developed along these
corridors (Figure 2.44) and are still visible markers of these zones. The surviving
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Figure 2.45: The City of New York, Board of Estimate and Apportionment, 1916 Use Districts Zoning analysis of the Flatbush area in relation to the
historic neighborhood bank from 1900 to 1935. By author. Dark blue lines represent the business district; dotted lines represent unrestricted
districts; blank streets represent residential districts.

buildings include the Flatbush Savings Bank designed by Halsey, McCormack &
Helmer in 1927, Midwood Trust Company designed by Trowbridge & Ackerman and
Charles Ramsey in 1921, and Lincoln Savings Bank Flatbush branch by Koch &
Wagner in 1932 (Figure 2.45). Zooming in on the block at the South-Western corner
of the intersection between Church and Nostrand Avenue, where the Old Lincoln
Savings Bank branch is located, the subway entrance of the 2 and 5 lines is located
directly in front of the neighborhood bank building (Figure 2.47). There is a
substantial dissimilarity between the solid two-story bank building and the apartment
building next to it, as demonstrated in the Eastern elevation of the block facing
Nostrand Avenue (Figure 2.46). The modular system of the repetition of small
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openings in the residential building sets itself apart from the bank building, whose
façade is composed of pronounced arched openings and decorative features.

Figure 2.46: Eastern Elevation of the South-West block at the intersection between Church and Nostrand Avenue, with the Lincoln Savings Bank
branch on the right. By author

Figure 2.47: Site Plan of the South-West block at the intersection between Church and Nostrand Avenue, with the Lincoln Savings Bank branch on the right. By
author.

The major purpose-built historic structures around the area have been converted to
commercial uses: the Lincoln Savings Bank branch has been reused as a Burger
King restaurant, and similarly, the former Crescent Theatre located at 2819 Church
Avenue across the street has been reused as a pharmacy (Figure 2.48). The
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surrounding storefronts provide similar services as the other two neighborhoods
mentioned before, including retail, restaurants and beauty salons (Figure 2.47).

Figure 2.48: E. Belcher Hyde, Atlas of the borough of Brooklyn, city of New York 1912 & 1929, map showing the Flatbush area in relation to the historic neighborhood banks
and other prominent structures from 1900 to 1935. Image organized by author.

1929-1935
The International Exhibition of Modern Decorative and Industrial Arts in 1925 in Paris
inspired new expressions in the field of architecture; the movement encouraged the
use of invented bold geometric and organic motifs; the classical language became
abstracted and simplified. A quick response to the international exhibition can be
found in Paul Philippe Cret’s 1928 Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington DC,
comparing the building to his Indianapolis Public Library about 10 years before the
clarity of form and simplification of detail have advanced to a new stylistic
expression.63 The zeal for the stripped modern style came to the Brooklyn bank
architecture scene after the 1930s; in 1928 and 1929, many banks were still
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Roth and Clark, American Architecture, 385.
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designed using the Roman Revival vocabulary such as Hamburg Savings Bank at
1451 Myrtle Avenue, designed by the architectural firm of Arthur R. Koch and
Charles C. Wagner. In 1931 Lincoln Savings Bank’s Flatbush Avenue branch started
to exhibit elements of the new style, it was designed by the same architects as the
Hamburg Savings Bank at 1451 Myrtle Avenue. The branch was built after the
merger of Church Lane Savings bank with Lincoln Savings, the demand for deposits
was high after the Great Depression when the Savings Banks’ advocacy for thrift and
security against financial crises became popular. This was reflected by the fact that
most of the bank buildings built after the Great Depression were Savings Banks, and
the Lincoln Savings Bank published an advertisement named “We Told You So.”
(Figure 0.2) In their monthly pamphlet The Emancipator, urging people to establish a
reserve in case of the “proverbial rainy day” of a financial crisis. 64 The new branch is
located on the corner lot between Church and Nostrand Avenue, the building is twostory tall, housing a double height banking hall and office spaces above, the building

Figure 2.49: Lincoln Savings Bank Flatbush branch, 1931, architect: Koch & Wagner, image on the left courtesy of the Brooklyn Public Library Digital Collection, image on the
right from Google Map.

Lincoln Savings Bank, “We Told You So,” The Emancipator, collection of Brooklyn Historic Society, no. 2
(February 1931): cover page.
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has been kept in excellent condition. On the exterior, the building sits on a polished
Greens Landing granite base, the body of the façade is clad in earth-colored
Birmingham sandstone (see figure 2.49). The entrance is set in the chamfered corner
at the intersection of the two perpendicular facades, the arched entrance portal and
windows are deeply recessed with alternating decorated voussoirs decorated in basrelief animal figures, the archivolts and colonettes are decorated in different
geometric patterns in a checkered, twisted or crossed configuration. The bronze
door of the entrance has highly stylized angular decorations and the wall surfaces
are fluted. (Figure 2.50) The flag pole was a major iconographic feature of the banks
designed around this time: an appeal to patriotism has often been used by the banks
to attract customers.

Figure 2.50: Lincoln Savings Bank Flatbush branch, interior photo and decorative details located at the vestibule, image by author.

Lincoln Savings bank would commission Koch & Wagner again for their Bay Ridge
branch at the corner between Fifth Ave. & Bay Ridge Parkway, the building is also in
remarkable condition, here Koch & Wagner’s plan calls for a rounded corner at the
corner of Fifth Avenue and the Bay Ridge Parkway, and the fifteen over fifteen
bronze windows are rectilinear in contrast (see figure 2.51). Like the Flatbush
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branch, the Art Deco design of this bank projects a sense of massiveness and
impenetrability similar to the effect of the Romanesque Revival, this was in direct

Figure 2.51: Lincoln Savings Bank branch, Fifth Ave. & Bay Ridge Parkway, 1932, Koch & Wagner, image on the left courtesy of the Brooklyn Public Library Digital
Collection, image on the right. From Google Map.

contrast with the earlier neoclassical designs where transparency and openness
were the priority. The addition seen on the left of the building was designed by Adolf
Goldberg whose masterful extension of the Lincoln Savings main office will be
discussed in the case study chapter (Figure 2.52).

Figure 2.52: Lincoln Savings Bank branch with the extension designed by Adolf
Goldberg, image courtesy of the Brooklyn Public Library Digital Collection
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Chapter 3: Significance of Neighborhood Banks in Brooklyn
Significance Statement
The neighborhood banks built from 1900 to 1935 in Brooklyn are crucial to the urban
fabric of the city. They have corresponded closely to the historic development of
Brooklyn; as demonstrated in the previous chapter, neighborhood bank buildings
reflect the changes taking place in the urban areas they are part of: from Brooklyn
Heights to downtown districts, from Williamsburg and Greenpoint to the inner areas
of Brooklyn, and from there to the fringes of the city. In this way, they become
markers of the evolution of the city. Just as their opening signaled the growth and
maturity of their surrounding neighborhoods, their continued presence still offers
visual anchors for the community, and in this way, they have the potential to continue
to be the social glue of their neighborhoods.
Architecturally, the surviving small-scale banks are in effect filtered-down versions of
the big Manhattan banks; they represent a significant narrative when reflecting on the
bank building typology as a whole. The nuances of styles in neighborhood banks at
the start of the 20th century complement the narrative of the changes in architectural
ideas; the gradual shift from historic eclecticism to modern abstraction can be clearly
read from the physical remains of these banks. Therefore, as a group of buildings,
they become monuments to the architectural changes of the city. The small-scale
banks also form unique visual relationships with their surrounding fabrics: among the
mixed-use and residential structures, a purpose-built bank contrasts with its
neighboring buildings through its massing, material, and ornamentation, and often
breaks up the monotony of the streetscape.
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In many cases, neighborhood banks were productions of a specialized group of bank
architects. Although not many of them could claim the fame of York & Sawyer or
Mowbray and Uffinger, architects like Holmes & Winslow, Koch & Wagner, Shampan
& Shampan, Halsey, and McCormack & Helmer were prolific bank designers, and
they made significant contributions to the expanding neighborhoods of the city.
Along with the architects, many manufacturing companies specialized in producing
fixtures for bank buildings, and the remaining vault doors, casement windows, and
tellers’ screens have become significant as cultural objects, important to their original
contexts. Consequently, the banks become museums of themselves.
Neighborhood banks are also historically significant because many of them were
organized by community members and served the needs of the community. Many
neighborhood banks in Brooklyn served a working-class immigrant population; the
neighborhood bank buildings were built to inspire a sense of security among these
patrons. Notably, mutual savings banks represented the identities of the communities
they served: these banks were owned by their depositors, and their incentive was to
promote thrift within the population. A lot of these savings banks published quarterly
pamphlets to advertise and document their engagements with the neighborhoods;
these include The Dividend by Williamsburg Savings Bank, The Landmark by
Brooklyn Savings Bank, The Emancipator by The Lincoln Savings Bank, and School
Bank News by East New York Savings Bank. it shows that the banks saw themselves
as involved in patrons’ daily lives and in educating them in practical finance. As will
be demonstrated in the following chapters, in contemporary contexts, the reuses of
these banks are still important to the communities. Many of these banks have been
converted to religious institutions where they provide appropriate large open spaces
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for the services, and these institutions are indicators of the population’s demographic
make-up. Commercial conversions have maintained the relevance of these historic
banks to the business nodes, and in many cases, they are still being used as banks.
Although interior adaptations to suit modern banking operations have been
insensitive to the historic structure in many cases, the operating banks demonstrate
the longevity of service they have provided in the neighborhood, and this is an
indicator of the prosperity of the community. The historic banks play an important
role in fostering pride within the communities.
Where these buildings still serve as banks, a preservation perspective can enhance
their qualities of monumentality and continuity. Where they are subject to conversion
for other uses, a preservation perspective can help new tenants make use of their
distinctive features instead of removing or obscuring them, thus preserving them for
the tenant’s own benefit as well as the public’s. Therefore, it would be beneficial to
the community for the neighborhood banks to be preserved and continue to be
relevant in the urban landscape of Brooklyn.
Character-Defining Features
To a great extent, the architectural and urban significance of the neighborhood banks
resides in the integrity of their character-defining features, the contributing features
and the original physical material work: together, when they are preserved, they help
retain a sense of historic identity. According to the National Park Service, characterdefining features are “…features or elements that give the building its visual
character, and that should be taken into account in order to preserve them to the
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maximum extent possible.” 65 In the context of the historic neighborhood banks in
Brooklyn, these elements can be divided in terms of building design, interior volume,
and how the banks differentiate themselves from the streetscape.
Building Design
Summarizing from the analysis of the neighborhood banks in Brooklyn constructed
between 1900 to 1935, the historic buildings were mostly designed in the
Neoclassical style. Other stylistic expressions such as the Romanesque Revival,
Federal Revival, and the Art Deco or the Moderne also exerted their influence on the
building design; however, the use of stylistic features can often be read as surface
treatment, the overall composition of the building is always classically arranged. The
material palette of the exterior of the neighborhood bank is often composed of
limestone, marble, red or light-colored bricks, terracotta, bronze, and iron. The
windows are mostly large in scale and divided into multiple glass panes; the doors
are often accentuated by elaborate portals and bronze works. Iconographic features
such as flagpoles, medallions, and coat of arms can often be found on the building,
the exterior decorative features such as cornices, moldings, pilasters, string courses,
archivolts and colonettes also contribute significantly to the character of the building.
Interior Volume
The interior spaces are vital to the design of neighborhood banks; they often include
the vestibule, double-height banking hall, mezzanine and basement. The interior
iconographic features include the vaults, vault doors, chandeliers, and other lighting

Lee H. FAIA Nelson, Architectural Character: Identifying the Visual Aspects of Historic Buildings As an Aid to
Preserving Their Character, (Washington, D.C.: Technical Preservation Services (TPS), National Park Service,
September, 1988),
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fixtures, murals, stained glass windows or skylights. The teller cages contributed
much to the interior design of the banks; they could be divided into multiple types,
such as the island type, U type, and the half-island type (Figure 3.1). 66 Nevertheless,

Figure 3.1 Typical Plan diagram (Grey represent work space. White public space). Image by author based on Tilghman Moyer, Building
the Bank for Business, 1924.

most of these teller cages have been removed to facilitate new uses, even in
neighborhood bank buildings that continue to function as banks, the treatment of the
teller cages and screens should be flexible, but an attempt should be made to keep
some evidence of them, even fragmentary. The ornamental moldings, pilasters, walls
and flooring finishes are crucial to the character of the interior volume.
Site and Context
The neighborhood bank visually distinguishes itself from its surroundings, the scale
of the building is often small compared to neighboring buildings; the building
frequently has two levels, the height of the building rarely follows the streetscape it is
situated in. The street façades are symmetrically arranged, the different levels of the
building are tied together using columns or pilasters in the giant order. Thus, the
neighborhood banks have a strong presence in the urban landscape.
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Tilghman Moyer, Building the Bank for Business, (Philadelphia: Dando, 1924), 63.
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Chapter 4: Reuse of Historic Neighborhood Banks in Brooklyn
The last chapter examined the historical and contemporary significance of smallscale neighborhood banks in Brooklyn, as well as their architectonic relationship
within their surrounding urban environment. These structures have been standing as
markers and inseparable symbols of the commercial cores within the broader
neighborhood context, and together with civic, commercial, religious and residential
buildings, they form the fundamental physical fabric of Brooklyn. In order to ensure
the preservation of these neighborhood bank buildings, and to put forth
recommendations for design interventions, their current uses and reuses must be
carefully examined. The functional requirements of current banking institutions
demand modernized offices with relatively small amount of space, the aesthetic taste
of these institutions also gravitates towards contemporary designs to carry their
brand images. Therefore, more and more historic neighborhood bank buildings have
been sold by the banks and adaptively reused to serve other private or public
functions; most of these spontaneous adaptations were neither carefully planned nor
designed by architects, they can be considered as forms of “vernacular” adaptive
reuses. So, when did these “vernacular” adaptations occur? What functions were the
buildings converted to? Also, if some of these buildings are still being used as banks,
why have they been retained as banks, and how have they accommodated the new
banking needs?
The Reuse Pattern of Small-scale Neighborhood Banks
From a survey of archival materials and historical atlases, we can see that around
110 historic neighborhood banks existed in Brooklyn from 1900 to 1935, the period
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of investigation. Out of 110 banks, 24 were temporary banks which occupied the
storefronts of mixed-use buildings; therefore, they were not purpose-built and not of
interest to the current study. Out of the remaining 87, 26 have been demolished, and
60 banks are currently existing in various conditions. The current uses of the existing
bank buildings can be summarized as follows: 20 (33%) of them are still being used
as banks; 11 (18%) of them are mixed-use buildings, mostly residential on upper
floor and commercial on the ground floor; religious institutions occupy 7 (12%) of
them; 12 (20%) are for various retail purposes; 4 (7%) of them have been adapted to
institutional uses, these include educational and public; 3 (5%) residential
conversions; 2 (3%) are for financial purposes other than banks, and only 1(2%) has
been turned into a museum. Most of the religious conversions of these building
occurred during the 1970s and 1980s. Take for example the old Midwood Trust
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wasRamsey image on the left
Figure 4.1 present andCompany
historic photograph
of the Midwood
TrustFlatbush
company, 1144
Flatbush Avenue,
Ackerman
and Charles
captured by Google Map, image on the right courtesy of the Museum of the City of New York.
originally constructed in 1922; the Midwood Trust Company was merged with
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company as early as 1931, the latter institution
continued occupying the building as a branch until 1984 when it sold the property to
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two individuals, Martin Bloom and Louis Katz. 67 They in turn sold the building to the

Figure4.2: The State Bank, 439 Van Siclen Avenue, 1922, architect unknow, image by author.

Figure4.3: Historic photograph of the State Bank, image courtesy of the Brooklyn Public Library Digital Collection.

Congregation of the Northeastern Conference Corporation of Seventh day. 68 Similar
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to this, the State Bank at 439 Van Siclen Avenue (see figure 4.2), built in 1922, was
also absorbed by the Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company, the conversion to
religious use happened in 1977 when the property was sold to the Pilgrims Union
International True Church of God. 69 The congregation transferred the building to New
Day International Church of God, which still hosts services at the small bank building
on Sundays and organizes after-school activities.
The Mechanics Bank branch on 1014 Gates Avenue was designed by the bank
architects Holmes & Winslow in 1916 (Figure 4.4). The bank soon merged with the
Brooklyn Trust Company in 1929, which was eventually absorbed by the
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company in 1950.70 Almost around the same time as

Figure 4.4: Present and historic photograph of the Mechanics bank, image on the left by author, image on the right courtesy of the
Municipal Archive of New York City.

Office of the City Register, “Deed between Manufacture’s Hanover Trust Company and Martin Bloom and
Louis Katz”, NYC Department of Finance, 1984.
68
Office of the City Register, “Deed between Martin Bloom and Louis Katz and the Congregation of the
Northeastern Conference Corporation of Seventh day”, NYC Department of Finance, 1986.
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Office of the City Register, “Deed between Manufacture’s Hanover Trust Company and the Pilgrims Union
International True Church of God”, NYC Department of Finance, 1977.
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the Midwood Trust Company case, the Manufacturers Hanover Trust sold the branch
to the Faith Assembly of God, a congregation which is still in operation today. 71
Observing the illustrations of the three cases, the religious conversions of small-scale
bank buildings seem to have preserved the overall integrity of these structures, this
can be attributed to the fact that the grand banking halls show many similarities to
the interior spaces of churches; the emphasis on centrality lends itself well to the
placement of the altar and the central aisle, and the double-height banking hall is
naturally suitable to the congregation of a large number of people. Although the
façade and interior conditions have deteriorated in many of these buildings, which is
primarily due to the lack of funds in many of these religious communities, the overall
qualities of the original bank buildings have been preserved.
In comparison with these cases, retail conversions took place much later and caused
more changes to the original structures. For instance, the Brevoort Savings bank
built its branch at 1279 Fulton street in 1932 (Figure 4.5), the savings bank was later
succeeded by the Crossland Savings Bank which transferred the property to Carver
Federal Savings Bank. 72 The Carver Bank remained in the building until 2009, when it
sold the property to the 1281 Fulton LLC, a New York limited liability company, the
company subsequently rented the building to Walgreen and thus transforming it into
a pharmacy. Most of the decorative features on the façade remain intact; however,
the Western elongated side window has been replaced by a larger contemporary
glass window for want of better display, this destroys the sense of symmetry in the

Office of the City Register, “Deed between Manufacture’s Hanover Trust Company and the Faith Assembly of
God”, NYC Department of Finance, 1977.
72
Office of the City Register, “Deed between Crossland Savings bank and Carver Federal Savings Bank”, NYC
Department of Finance, 1932.
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Renaissance-revival-style façade. The interior central barrel vault has been faithfully
preserved, the moldings have been restored, but unfortunately, the two side “aisles”
have been extensively altered and lit with rows of fluorescent lights (see figure 4.6).

Figure 4.5: present and historic photograph of the Brevoort Savings bank, 1932, image on the left by author, image on the right courtesy of the Brooklyn Public Library.

Figure 4.6: Interior photos of Brevoort Savings Bank Building, image by author.

In another instance, the former Peoples Trust Company, having its main office at 183
Montague Avenue, was merged with the First National City Bank in 1926. Its branch
at 556 Nostrand Avenue was later acquired by the Freedom National Bank of New
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York in 1985. 73 Various commercial real estate groups have then owned the building,
and finally, in 2005, the Nostrand Trading Company rented out the building to V.I.M,
who converted the structure to retail use as a second-hand clothing store (see figure
4.6). The overscale signage and banners obscure the entrance portal and window
spandrel of the façade; they also prevent natural light from entering the interior of the
building. From observation, the interior features of the building have mostly been
removed, the only exception being the corbels lining the uppermost portions of the
side walls, these would most likely be on top of the original pilasters which have
unfortunately been removed. The new shelving runs perpendicular to the entrance; it
has been arranged to most economically occupy the open floor of the original
banking hall. Just like the areas of Bedford-Stuyvesant, Bensonhurst and Flatbush,
the commercial node is made up of recognizable purpose-built historic structures;

Figure 4.7: present and historic photograph of the Peoples Trust Company, image on the left by author, image on the right Brooklyn Daily Eagle, August 1912.

Office of the City Register, “Deed between First National City Bank and Freedom National Bank of New
York”, NYC Department of Finance, 1985.
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here, the original Kismet Temple built in 1910 by Richard Thomas Short (the
architect of Flatbush Savings Bank) is located directly west of the bank building.
The organic reuse patterns of these bank buildings demonstrate unique opportunities
and constraints for further preservation interventions. Re-use for religious functions
generates the minimum amount of impact on the original fabric, although many retail
stores and commercial buildings install contemporary features intrusive to the
original bank building, these interventions are highly reversible, as the following
detailed case studies will demonstrate.

Case Study 1:
Former Hamburg Savings Bank, now Famous Brands Fashion Outlet
The Architecture and History of the Building:
The population of Bushwick started to increase rapidly towards the end of the 19th
century, the need for a local savings bank became apparent; the area’s concentrated
German population was quickly being joined by immigrants of other ethnicities and
the commercial activity expanded quickly along major transportation routes.74 The
Hamburg Savings Bank was originally organized by a group of local businessmen in
the neighborhood of Bushwick, the bank was chartered in December 1905, and was
named “Hamburg Savings Bank” due to the local German population, the name was
also inspired by the adjacent Wilson Avenue which was then named Hamburg
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Golden, Brooklyn Book, 23.
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Figure 4.8: The view of the Front façade of the Hamburg Savings Bank, 1451 Myrtle Avenue, 1929, architect: Koch & Wagner, image by
author.

Avenue. 75 The bank’s headquarter building is located at 1451 Myrtle Avenue,
adjacent to the Knickerbocker Avenue Entrance of the M elevated railway line
(Figure 4.9). The building was built in 1929, replacing the previous bank office

Figure 4.9 Site plan of the Hamburg Savings Bank building at 1451 Myrtle Avenue, the historical image on the right from Brooklyn Daily Eagle December 1929.
75

“Hamburg Savings bank”, Hamburg Savings bank publication, collection of Brooklyn Historic Society, 1935.
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located on the same lot; the lot has a width of 53 feet but reaches 200 feet in depth,
connecting the rear of the building to Greene Avenue (see figure 4.9). The architect
was the firm Koch & Wagner, a partnership between Arthur R. Koch and Charles C.
Wagner; the Ridgewood native architects were prolific in bank building designs in
Brooklyn, some of their works include the 1932 branch of the Hamburg Savings
Bank, the East Brooklyn Savings Bank at 971 Bedford Avenue, and the People’s
National Bank at 880 Quincy St. The Hamburg Savings Bank façade design bears
much resemblance to that of the East Brooklyn Savings bank in 1922, the simplified
Corinthian columns and the rectilinear entablature infuse a sense of austerity to the
general composition of the façade (Figure 4.10). The three large-scale arched

Figure 4.10: present and historic photograph of the East Brooklyn Savings bank, image on the captured by Google map, image on the right courtesy of the Brooklyn Public Library
Digital Collection.

windows allow ample natural light into the interior of the building; this is an especially
important feature for the Hamburg Savings Bank because of its mid lot site condition.
The glass panes are held by bronze window frames, the spandrels are decorated in
the motif of acroterion, and a pair of griffins holding a circular laurel wreath crowns
the entrance door. The Hamburg Savings Bank changed its name to the Home
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Savings Bank in 1984, and later Home Savings of America in 1992; many of the old
savings institutions have changed their names to sound more patriotic in order to
appeal to customers. 76 The building remained in the ownership of the bank until
1995, when it was sold to a development company, GAG Myrtle Ave. Corp, which
leased the property to the Famous Brand clothing store. The Savings and Loan crisis
in the 1980s and 1990s must have contributed to the sale of the bank; the lowinterest rates and the subsequent loss of value in mortgages caused widespread
failures in Savings & Loans associations such as the Hamburg Savings Bank. 77
Reuse, Alterations, and Interventions:
Historically, the building plan was a typical “Island plan,” the area of the tellers’ cages
was surrounded by the public area for the free circulation of the customers (Figure
4.11). The banking screen continues towards the back of the building and then

Figure 4.11: present and historic photograph of the interior of Hamburg Savings Bank, image on the top Hamburg Savings Publication 1935, image on the bottom by author

“Merger of Hamburg Savings Bank”, National Information Center, accessed March 20, 2019.
https://www.ffiec.gov/nicpubweb/nicweb/InstitutionHistory.aspx?parID_RSSD=691604&parDT_END=1993022
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“Savings and Loan Crisis, 1980–1989” ,Federal Reserve History, accessed April 26, 2019,
https://www.federalreservehistory.org/essays/savings_and_loan_crisis
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extends to the Western end of the interior, separating the public from the cashier and
mortgage department; a view from this department towards the entrance of the
building is illustrated in figure 4.11. Comparing the historic condition to the present,
the adaptation of the retail store focusses on maximizing the amount of clothing on
display. Like most of the small historic neighborhood banks in Brooklyn, the Banking
cages have been completely removed to facilitate the proper adaptation to the new

Figure 4.12 and 4.13: present and historic photograph of the interior of Hamburg Savings Bank, image on the top Hamburg Savings Publication 1935, image on the bottom by
author

uses, the separation between the bank staffs and the public is just no longer needed.
The retail store also added low clapboard siding along the existing walls; this has
created more hanging space for clothing display. Fluorescent lights line the top of the
added fixtures, although this creates an undesirable ambiance of pale artificial light,
and the reflected whiteness of the addition is in stark contrast with the classical
banking hall, this does succeed in supplying general illumination to the whole depth
of the building. It is also apparent that the original architect’s decision to slightly
curve the Eastern side wall still produces positive effects; this is not only a response
to the site condition but also draws people into the inner part of the building. The
stained-glass skylight in the center of the banking hall remains, the varying yellow
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and transparent glass produce a coffered pattern, in the center, there is an intricate
medallion bearing the symbol of the Hamburg Savings Bank. A small amount of
daylight can still be admitted through the skylight; however, there are clear signs of
water damage around the moldings, the water drainage on the roof needs repair. The
mural above the old mortgage department is also in excellent condition; the painting
depicts a lighthouse on a rocky shore standing against the incoming storm, the
circular image has the inscription “Symbol of Safety” urging the bank’s customers to
practice thrift and deposit money in case of financial panic. The positions of the
original lightings around the mural are marked, the fact that these have not been
repaired and covered up creates opportunities for future preservation efforts to take
place.

Figure 4.14: Image of the stain glass skylight of the Hamburg Savings Bank Building, image by author, Figure 4.15: Image of the ceiling mural of the Hamburg Savings Bank Building,
image by author

The Impact and Potential of Reuse:
The vernacular conversion of this historic neighborhood bank has illustrated the
adaptability of the double-height banking hall; the retail needs have been satisfied
without extensive alterations of the existing building. The lack of intervention has
served as a form of preservation mechanism of the interior character-defining
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features; the flow of space within the historic banking hall can still be experienced.
Although numerous preservation issues have become apparent; the deterioration of
the roofing and skylight need immediate attention, the building has the potential to
obtain landmark designation, and the retail space can be improved upon to serve the
surrounding neighborhood in a greater capacity.

Case Study 2

Former Lincoln Savings Bank, Now Planned as a Community Food Hall
The Architecture and History of the Building:
The Lincoln Savings Bank was established in 1866, the 22 founding members were
residents of the Williamsburg neighborhood, the bank was originally named the
German Savings Bank of Brooklyn to reflect the German immigrant population
residing in Williamsburg at the time. 78 The bank has quickly expanded in capital, and
in 1873, the new head office at the corner of Boerum street and Broadway was
constructed; the building was designed in an eclectic style (see figure 4.16). The
design has been attributed to Theobald Engelhardt; he was listed as the project
architect in the advertisement of the International Casement Company. 79 The
increase in the number of depositors after WWI prompted the bank to enlarge its
banking space, the adjacent land was purchased, and an annex was built in a

Lincoln Savings Bank, “We Told You So,” The Emancipator, collection of the Brooklyn Historic Society, no. 9
(September 1932): 3.
79
“International Casements for Banks” The Architectural Forum, collection of Avery Library, no. 38, (June
1923): 107.
78
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simplified classical style. The footprint of the original banking hall remained, but the
façade was altered to achieve visual uniformity with the new additions. The new
construction and alterations were completed in 1922, and the new building annex

Figure 4.16: Image of Lincoln Savings Bank in 1873, the banking hall on the right remains, image by The Emancipator, collection of the
Brooklyn Historic Society, no. 9

Figure 4.17: Image of Lincoln Savings Bank 1922, the 1922 additions and alterations have been preserved relatively well. The additions
and alterations were designed by Adolf Goldberg, image courtesy of the Brooklyn Public Library Digital Collection
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with the simplified classical details has remained relatively intact today (compare
Figure 4.17 with Figure 4.18). The architect was Adolf Goldberg, and according to his
obituary in the New York Times on April 24th, 1976, Goldberg served as the design
consultant for a number of banking institutions, these include the Lincoln Savings
Bank, the Equitable Federal Savings and the Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Company.80 Goldberg’s design of the addition of Lincoln Savings shows an early
influence of the Art Deco style, he simplified the ornamental details of the original
structure while keeping true to the original composition of the façade. The 1922
addition kept the string course of the original building and visually separated the
façade into two parts, the lower windows were almost replicas of the original building,
the upper windows were transformed into square windows with unornamented
limestone surrounds. The old and new can be distinguished by the thick pilaster
introduced by the architect. Goldberg faithfully preserved the original cornice of the
building and extended it throughout the length of the new addition. The cornice is
composed of brackets supported by limestone corbels in acanthus leaf motif, this
design can be found in other structures designed by Theobald Engelhardt, such as
the Ulmer Brewery and the Empire Dairy building. The main entrance at the
intersection of Broadway and Boerum Street has been emphasized as the focus of
the design; it took advantage of the relative proximity to the elevated railway stop,
and the fact that the amount of traffic was the greatest at this junction (Figure 4.18).
The entrance façade is framed by limestone quoins on two sides, the Flemish bond
bricks provide a background against which the monumental bronze entrance portal

“Adolph Goldberg, 79, Dead; Architect for City Projects”, New York Times, April 24, 1976, 27
https://www.nytimes.com/1976/04/24/archives/adolph-goldberg-79-dead-architect-for-city-projects.html
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projects. The use of Flemish bond bricks was rather uncommon for bank designs
around this time, the architect must have selected the pattern because of its previous
application in the original building; however, the effect of the brickwork is pleasing.

Figure 4.18: Images of Lincoln Savings Bank detail, image by Author

The door surround is carved in a motif of vines and beads, the bronze door has 12
square panels on each door leaf with floral patterns, the door is topped by a pair of
griffins holding a round clock in the center, a bronze screen is set within the upper
portion of the portal. The three-dimensionalities of the entrance door is accentuated
by the fact that the rest of the façade is mostly flat; instead of continuing the cornice
of the side wings, the architect intentionally left the limestone cornice flat with only
the inscription Lincoln Savings Bank Organized 1866, and a band of bas-relief of the
sun at the very top.
Reuse, Alterations, and Interventions:
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Just like for the Hamburg Savings Bank, the Savings and Loans crisis prompted the
Lincoln Savings Bank to sell the structure in 1986, the building was purchased by the
development group Good Paz. 81 An extension was built for the manufacturing and
processing of watches and jewelry after the purchase; the building was then sold to a
jewelry retail store Board & Boerum in 2007, 82 and in 2016 it came into the
possession of the Blesso development group which proposed future development
plans for the building. 83
The building has undergone extensive alterations since the bank closed its doors.
After conducting an interview with the architect, John Torpy of Garrison Architects,
about the future adaptive reuse project, it would seem an additional floor has been
added within the banking hall of the original building (indicated in purple in Figure
4.19), the original walls have been covered with plaster, the interior volume has been
gutted into numerous offices with contemporary fixtures. Extensive damage has been
done to the original moldings and marble finishes, however, in some areas the
architect was able to find original iconographic features, such as original medallion of
the bank with an engraving of a portrait of Lincoln. 84 The remaining original features
consist of the bronze entrance door and vestibule of the 1873 original banking hall
and the bronze door of the 1922 addition. The original marble finish of the 1922
banking hall, the vaults, and vault doors have also been retained. The safe deposit
vault was a popular feature of the banks; in 1924, two additional vaults had been

Office of the City Register, “Deed between First National City Bank and Freedom National Bank of New
York”, NYC Department of Finance, 1986.
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added to the basement and first floor of the original bank; all three doors have been
retained because their removal would entail a large construction cost (Figure 4.21).

Figure 4.19: Ground floor and first floor plan of Lincoln savings bank, base plan courtesy of Garrison Architects.
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Figure 4.20: Basement plan of Lincoln savings bank, base plan courtesy of Garrison Architects

Figure 4.21: Vault photos of Lincoln savings bank, Image on the left by Lincoln Savings Bank the Emancipator, Image on the Right courtesy of Garrison Architects
Figure 4.19: first floor and ground floor plan of Lincoln savings bank, base plan courtesy of Garrison Architects
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The Impact and Potential of the Reuse
The Blesso Development Group purchased the Lincoln Savings Bank building and
the adjacent plot of land for the construction of a 27-story residential tower (Figure
4.22) , the old Lincoln Savings bank would become subsidiary to the residential
tower; the banking hall will be converted into a food hall to serve the residents and

Figure 4.22: Elevation drawing of the proposed residential tower with the historic Lincoln Savings Bank on the left, courtesy of Garrison
Architects

the public. The architect plans to retain as many original fabric as possible, the new
design interventions will not attempt to imitate or reconstruct classical features, but
to draw inspiration from the materiality of the original building. In order to max out
the floor to area ration, the developer is required to provide a certain amount of
public open space; the proposal is to convert the rooftop of the bank into an open
green space. It is not clear if the roof top garden will be open to the public; it is
90

Figure 4.23: Rendering of the historic banking hall, looking from the 1870s banking hall towards the 1920s addition, courtesy of Garrison
Architects

desirable for the new use of the historic neighborhood bank to include public
programs, the building should not become a glorified lobby for the apartment
building, instead, it should serve the surrounding community to reflect its historic role
as a quasi-public institution. Although a few of the design interventions may appear
to be insensitive to the original historic bank, the decision to preserve the nondesignated building shows the potential for developers to protect these historic
structures for their own benefits. The success of these design intervention will serve
as an advocacy tool to encourage future sympathetic adaptations to the
neighborhood bank.
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Case Study 3:
Former Hamburg Savings Bank Cypress Hill Branch, now Capital One Bank

The Architecture and History of the Building:
In 1932, the Hamburg Savings Bank constructed a new branch in the expanding
neighborhood of Cypress Hills; the building replaced the old Lafayette Hotel at the
intersection of Fulton and Crescent Street. 85 The bank opened its doors to the public
on December 17th offering gifts to every customer who would open a new account. 86

Figure 4.24: Photo of the Hamburg Savings Bank, Fulton and Crescent Street, 1932, architect: Koch & Wagner, image by author.

“1925, Photo of the Intersection of Fulton and Crescent Street, Eugene L. Armbruster Collection”, OldNYC,
accessed, April 26, 2019, https://www.oldnyc.org/#704586f-a
86
“New Hamburg Savings Branch”, Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Dec 13, 1932, 26,
https://bklyn.newspapers.com/clip/28335715/new_hamburg_branch_1932/
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The view of the bank building illustrated above (Figure 4.24) shows the current form
of the bank after the expansion in the 1940s. Originally, the bank only had three bays
on the entrance façade facing Fulton Street (Figure 4.25); the building was designed
by Koch & Wagner, the same bank architectural firm that designed the main
Hamburg Savings Bank office analyzed in case study 1. Like many architects at the
time, Kock & Wagner retained the classical composition in bank design while keeping
up with the esthetic trend of the new “Moderne” style. The façade is entirely
constructed of Indiana limestone with a polished Greene’s Landing granite base; the
fluted pilasters are flush with the wall surface, the top of the pilasters has been
projected slightly to suggest capitals. 87 The flat entablature is decorated with basrelief of angular geometric patterns and stylized organic floral patterns. The architect
later added three bays to the original building, he eliminated the original thicker pier
at the right of the elevation and introduced an interstice between the original pilaster

Figure 4.25: Image on the left, Historic photo of the old Lafayette Hotel, image from OldNYC, part of the digital collection of the New York Public Library. Image on the right,
drawing of the original Cypress Hills branch designed in 1932, image from “New Hamburg Savings Branch”, Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Dec 13, 1932, 26,

“Hamburg Savings Bank”, Hamburg Savings Bank, Brooklyn New York, collection of the Brooklyn Historic
Society, 1932.
87
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and the added pilaster. The corners of the parapet were raised to reinforce a sense
of symmetry.
Reuse, Alterations, and Interventions:
The historic building has been continuously used as a bank since its construction; the
Hamburg Savings Bank (Renamed as Home Savings Bank of America) had sold the
building to Greenpoint Saving Bank in 1995, and in 2006, the building was acquired
by Capital One Financial Corporation which still operates a branch office at the
building today. The interior of the bank has undergone significant changes over the
years to fit the corporate demand for modern banking spaces; an additional floor has
been added to create more office spaces, a dropped ceiling with grids of fluorescent
light now hangs above the banking room (Figure 4.26). The original windows have

Figure 4.26: photos of the historical and contemporary interior of the banking hall, image on the left from “Hamburg Savings Bank”, Hamburg Savings Bank, Brooklyn New York,
collection of the Brooklyn Historic Society, 1932. Image on the right by author.

been replaced by contemporary aluminum frame windows, the lighting of the interior
is reliant on artificial lighting; the blinds are often drawn to minimize natural light from
entering the space, comparing to the historical interior photo of the banking hall, the
current lighting creates a tiring and unwelcoming ambiance. The interior decorative
94

Figure 4.27: photos of the historical and contemporary interior of the banking hall, image on the left from “Hamburg Savings Bank”, Hamburg Savings Bank, Brooklyn New York,
collection of the Brooklyn Historic Society, 1932. Image on the right by author.

features and finishes have been lost; this includes the wainscoting, banking counter,
and officers’ space partition which were made of Botticino marble, 88 the original
terrazzo flooring and moldings of the walls and ceiling have also been replaced. The
most significant loss of the historic fabric is the replacement of the stained glass
window positioned at the rear of the wall, the window depicted a lighthouse and

Figure 4.28, historical photographs of the bronze revolving doors and the stained glass of the Hamburg Savings Bank Branch, image on the left from “Hamburg Savings Bank”,
Hamburg Savings Bank, Brooklyn New York, collection of the Brooklyn Historic Society, 1932

88

“Hamburg Savings Bank”, 1932.
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beacon radiating light from the top, the inscription “The Symbol of Safety” was
situated at the bottom (Figure 4.28), this symbolic representation can also be seen at
the ceiling mural of the Myrtle Avenue Hamburg Savings Bank building. The bronze
revolving door designed by Koch & Wagner has also been replaced by an aluminum
door; the portal of the revolving door was embellished with reeding and carried a
Hexagon electric clock on top.
The Impact and Potential of the Reuse
The insensitive removal of original features is not an isolated phenomenon, the
pattern can be observed in most of the historic neighborhood bank buildings that
continue to function as banks. Even the landmarked Public National Bank of New
York Building (Eugene Schoen 1921) at 47-49 Graham Avenue has undergone
similar treatment; the interior finishes have been removed and an additional floor has
been added. The demand for more economic use of space and corporate design
guidelines might have contributed to the unsympathetic reuse strategy. At the same
time, the banking corporations seem to view the historic bank spaces as antithesis to
the idea of modern banking; the recent advertisement of Capital One’s new café
branches depicts the narrator pushing over the dim and grey interiors of a classical
historic bank, the scene then shifts into a light-filled modern café which would
become the banking room of the new branch office. 89 However, the spaces of the
historic neighborhood banks are perfectly suited to fit new banking ideas; the original
architect carefully designed the building to maximize natural light and cross
ventilation, the second floor can be partially removed so that the café space can be

“Capital One Cafés – A Refreshing Take On Banking”, Youtube, published by Capital One, Sep 6, 2018,
accessed April 20, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVJN_h9hn8g
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located within the original double-height bank hall. The historic neighborhood bank
has the potential to serve the needs of the new banking idea about relationship; it
would be ideal for the bank building to continue functioning as a bank to fulfill its
historic role in the neighborhood.

Case Study 4:
Former King’s County Savings Bank, now Williamsburg Art & Historical Center

The Architecture and History of the Building:
The former King’s County Savings Bank is located at 135 Broadway; the building was
built in 1868 by the architect William H. Willcox of the firm King & Willcox. 90 Since its
construction, the building has been a splendid example of the Second Empire design
in Brooklyn and the greater New York City (Figure 4.29). The building was
landmarked by the Landmark Preservation Commission in 1966.91 The four-story
structure is horizontally massed with each level accentuated by stringcourses
extending around the building; the banking floor at the ground level is expressed on
the façade by rustication; the bands of Dorchester stone alternate with smooth and
vermiculated finishes. The entrance portico extrudes from the building; the triangular
pediment has an elaborate carved tympanum featuring flowers and vines flanking an
Indian hut at the center. 92 A mansard roof crowns the bank building; the roof is

Norval White, Elliot Willensky and Fran Leadon, AIA Guide to New York City, (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2010), 700.
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covered with fish-scale slate shingles with polychromatic patterns. A central dormer,
decorated with a clock and broken pediment, penetrates the southern side of the
mansard roof, bringing focus to the prominence of the Broadway-facing façade. Two
smaller dormers are located at the Eastern and Western sides of the roof.
The bank was initially entirely occupied by the King’s County Savings Bank; the
ground floor was used as the banking hall in an Island type configuration, with a small
bank vault of solid masonry construction built in the black walnut screen at the rear
of the banking hall. 93 The trustees’ room was located at the back of the building
behind the banking room, and next to the trustees’ room, a separate entrance facing
Fourth Street provided access to the upper floors. The second floor of the building
was initially used as a lecture room for the Young Men’s Christian Association, and

Figure 4.29: Historical and current photograph of the Kings County Savings Bank Building, image on the left courtesy of the Brooklyn Public Library Digital Collection, image on
the right by author.

Inventory Kings County Savings Bank Nomination Form, February 29, 1980, 2.
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the third floor was a meeting space for the Masonic Lodge,94 this kind of original
programming is an excellent example of the public aspect of the neighborhood
banks. Except for the attic level, the three floors of the building were all built as single
open spaces; this creates opportunities for relatively seamless adaptation for future
public uses.
Reuse, Alterations, and Interventions:
The building remained as a bank until 1986, but like many of the savings institutions,
the bank became insolvent during the Mutual Savings Bank crisis in the 1980s.95 The
American Savings Bank, the successor of King’s County Savings Bank as a result of
a merger, sold the building to a realty company, and the building was then leased to

Figure 4.30: Historical and current photograph of the ground floor of the Kings County Savings Bank Building, image on the left from the National Register nomination form, ,
image on the right by author.
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Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, An Examination of the Banking Crises of the 1980s and Early 1990s,
(Washington, DC: FDIC. 1997), 211. https://www.fdic.gov/bank/historical/history/211_234.pdf
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several artists. In 1996, Yuko Nii, an independent artist, bought the building and
established the non-profit Williamsburg Arts & Historic Society; she intended to
create a cultural institution that connects the local artist community in Williamsburg
with national and international artists. 96 The rehabilitation of the former King’s County
Savings Bank was central to the art center’s mission to transform and benefit the
neighborhood; just as the building witnessed the profound changes at the beginning
of the 20th century when the opening of the Williamsburg Bridge brought a large
influx of immigrants, the building is now part of the recent formation of an artist
community in the surrounding neighborhood.
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The interior of the building has remained incredibly intact, as many of the original
1867 elements have been preserved by the bank and subsequent owners. Before the
building’s conversion into the art center, the only significant change was the addition
of a concrete and steel staircase at the Fourth Street entrance; it was to comply with
fire safety requirement when the upper floors of the building were leased to a
business school around 1912. 98When Yuko Nii established the Williamsburg Arts &
Historic Society in 1996, the banking cages of the ground floor remained; however,
the cages prevented heating from effectively reaching the center of the room, and
they adversely impacted the conversion of the room into an exhibition space (Figure
4.30). Therefore, a decision was made to remove the cages and open up the original
banking floor. The moldings and woodwork of the room remain untouched. The
second floor and third floor of the building were preserved similarly; the moldings

“Williamsburg Art and Historical Center,” Brown Stoner, accessed April 25, 2019.
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and original tin ceilings have been retained; the only loss was the chandeliers of the
third-floor ballroom (Figure 4.31). The second floor now functions as the main
exhibition space for visiting artists and students (Figure 4.31), and the third floor has
been converted into a performance center. The reuse programs of the spaces reflect
the original intentions of the architect; the walls in the original second-floor lecture

Figure 4.31: Photos of the third and second floor of the Kings County Savings Bank building, the image on the left illustrates the original tin ceiling of the Masonic Lodge room,
the image on the right shows the current exhibition space on the second floor. Images by author.

room are ideal for hanging paintings, while the performance space echoes the
original ballroom of the Masonic Lodge on the third floor.
Three major restoration projects have been undertaken in recent years. In 1998, the
structure of the central clock dormer had deteriorated, and the dormer collapsed
during a hurricane. The dormer was restored with funds jointly provided by the
Landmark Preservation Commission and The New York Landmarks Conservancy. 99
The Williamsburg Arts & Historic Society commissioned restorers to clean the roof
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Nii, Interview.
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shingles in 2002; the restoration revealed the original polychromic pattern
underneath the surface paint. 100 Moreover, in 2014, the western cornice and roof
structures were under extensive repair; the project took three years to complete. 101
Although the building is a significant Brooklyn landmark, the state of its current
preservation is still wanting. Nevertheless, the art center has been actively
advocating and raising funds for future restoration efforts.
The impact and Potential of the Reuse
Since the founding of the not-for-profit, it has been serving as a functional platform
for artist communities of the neighborhood. At the same time, the center dedicated
itself to connecting international and national artists across multiple disciplines, and
this brought further international attentions to the art scene of Williamsburg,
especially the south side of the Williamsburg Bridge which was considered to be
largely undeveloped and dangerous.102 The founder Yuko Nii’s contributions and
commitment to the local community were recognized by local and state authorities;
she received multiple awards for her vision and leadership of the art center. Apart
from hosting art exhibitions and performances, the Williamsburg Historic and Arts
Society has hosted community meetings in several instances. Exhibitions focusing on
the history of the surrounding areas have also taken place within the center. Reused
as a semi-public institution, the historic building created an image for the
organization and a symbolic gateway into the neighborhood. In Nii’s words, “We are
serving the local community with diverse cultural programming. The building and the
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art center are vital resources for the city & state, and the building’s restoration is
essential.” 103 In the future, the center envisions creating greater access to the public
by the addition of an elevator; it also wishes to transform the attic space within the
mansard roof into a climatically controlled storage space. 104 The reuse of the King
County Savings Bank highlights the intrinsic value of the banking halls in promoting
public access; the vast open spaces can be adaptable to various public uses. This
demonstrates the potential of historic neighborhood banks to be transformed into
social hubs for local communities.

Case Study 5:
Former Harlem Savings Bank, Now Vacant

Although the Harlem Savings Bank building on 125th Street, Manhattan, lies outside
of study area of Brooklyn, it provides an important example of the relevance of a
historic neighborhood bank building located in a fast-changing urban environment.
The 125th Street Business Improvement District promotes commercial activities along
the corridor while regulates and funds street beautification programs; the increasing
amount of new developments along the district creates new challenges and
interpretations of key neighborhood historic structures. As one of the longest serving
commercial structure in the neighborhood, the preservation of the Harlem Savings
Bank building has become a critical issue in maintaining local neighborhood identity.

“History, Vision and Values of the WAH Center,” Williamsburg Historic and Arts society, accessed April 25,
2019 https://wahcenter.net/about/history-vision-values/
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The Architecture and History of the Building:

Figure 4.32: photo of the façade of the Harlem Savings Bank building at 124 E 125th Street, built in 1907, architect: Bannister &
Schell, image by author.

The Harlem Savings Bank was originally chartered in 1863; the bank was organized
by a group of local businessmen serving the financial needs of the Dutch
neighborhood of Haarlem. 105 In 1907 the bank constructed its purpose-built branch at
124 E. 125th Street, the building was designed by the architect firm Bannister &
Schell, the fireproof floor and roof construction was completed by the Roebling
Construction Company. 106 The building is mostly a one-story structure, the façade
expresses the interior organization of the building; the central pedimented bay is
wider than the two sides and slightly projected from the rest of the wall plane (Figure

“History & Vision”, Apple Bank, accessed April 25, 2019, https://www.applebank.com/About/Get-To-KnowUs/History-Vision
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4.32), the banking screens of the interior were located directly behind the central bay
and lit by a barrel-vaulted skylight. The two sides were treated as aisles for the
circulation of the customers, five domed skylights provided natural lighting for the
side aisles, and the pilasters divided the side walls into five sections corresponding to
the skylights (Figure 4.33). The back of the banking hall had been divided into three
levels; the president’s and secretary’s offices were located on the second floor so
that they may overlook the operations of the staff below. 107 The third floor was used

Figure 4.33: Historical photo of the banking hall of the Harlem Savings Bank building, image taken from the “Harlem Savings Bank”,
Architects' and builders' magazine vol 9, no. 11 (August 1928): 491

as the directors’ board room and was richly finished in mahogany to express its
significance.
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Architects' and builders' magazine, “Harlem Savings Bank”, 492.
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Reuse, Alterations, and Interventions:
The building façade has seen little change over the years; the only noticeable
alteration is the replacement of the original bronze entrance door with an aluminum
frame door. The surrounding urban fabric is remarkably intact as well; the old
McClatchey's Bank Hotel at the intersection of the 125th Street and Lexington Avenue
has been reused as a pizza shop, and the Fire Hook and Ladder Company designed
by Napoleon LeBrun & Sons on the other side of the bank building has been
landmarked (Figure 4.34). 108 The banking hall inside the building has been kept as
one large open space; a mezzanine level has been added extending from the original
president’s office, the mezzanine served as a balcony space above the banking
cages (Figure 4.35). The original skylights have been closed and replaced by artificial

Figure 4.34: Historical and current photos of the intersection of 125th Street and Lexington Avenue showing the surrounding streetscape of the Harlem Savings Bank building.
Image on the left from OldNYC, part of the collection of the New York Public Library Digital Collection, image on the right by the author.

Landmarks Preservation Commission, “Fire Hook & Ladder Company No. 14 Designation Report”, June 17,
1997, 1. http://s-media.nyc.gov/agencies/lpc/lp/1838.pdf
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lights positioned in recessed or dropped ceilings, the classical moldings have also
been erased. The pilasters along the wall and the entrance vestibule have been
preserved, and the marble wainscoting along the walls has also survived.

Figure 4.35: Historical and recent photo of the banking hall of the Harlem Savings Bank building, image on the left taken from the “Harlem Savings Bank”, Architects' and
builders' magazine vol 9, no. 11 (August 1928): 492, image on the right from Gotham To Go. Image taken by the website editor in 2017.

The impact and potential of the reuse
The Harlem Savings Bank changed its name to Apple Bank in 1983 to reflect its
growing system of branches covering the greater areas of New York City. 109 The
bank remains one of the oldest commercial entity operating in Harlem; however, in
2017, the bank decided to sell the historic neighborhood bank at 124 E. 125th Street
and moved its Harlem branch to an adjacent shopfront location. 110 The bank manager
explained the reason for the move was based on a multitude of factors; the original
banking space became too substantial for the operational needs of the current
branch office, the bank was in need of a modernized office, and the renovation of the

“History & Vision”, Apple Bank, accessed April 20, 2019, https://www.applebank.com/About/Get-To-KnowUs/History-Vision
110
Jared Mccallister, “Black History Month 2019: Apple Bank's Historic Harlem Roots”, New York Daily News
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historic structure would not be economically sound. 111 However, the neighborhood
bank building still holds symbolic value even after the bank has changed its location;
the building has become an image of the longevity of service the bank has provided
to the neighborhood, and this is reflected by a photograph of the historic bank which
stands at the waiting room of the new branch office (Figure 4.36).

Figure 4.36: Interior photo of the Apple bank on 125th Street showing the photograph of the historic neighborhood bank building at the waiting area, image by author.

Recently, the 125th Street Business Development District along in Harlem has
sparked an increase of new developments around the area, the development plan
imposes regulations on the massing and step-back of the new constructions to a
certain degree; however, the plan does not create incentives for the preservation of
historic structures. The focus of the plan is to promote pedestrian experience at
street level and to revitalize the area by encouraging new development. The Harlem
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Ebony Miranda, Interview by author, Personal interview, New York, April 24, 2019.
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Savings Bank building was purchased by Dream Charter School, 112 an educational
organization which develops primary schools, middle schools, and community
centers. It is not clear what plan the organization proposes for the historic structure;
nevertheless, the large open plan of the historic bank building can be highly
adaptable to institutional and educational uses such as community center or lecture
hall. The future reuse of the building would be beneficial to various stakeholders such
as the community and the Apple Bank; it would also be crucial to maintaining the
identity and character of the surrounding streetscape.

Office of the City Register, “Deed between Harlem Savings Bank and the Harlem RBI
Incorporated”, NYC Department of Finance, 1977, https://a836acris.nyc.gov/DS/DocumentSearch/BBLResult
112
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Chapter 5: Recommendations
As can be observed from the case studies, the historic neighborhood banks built
from 1900 to 1935 in Brooklyn have undergone a diverse range of adaptations since
the 70s and 80s. The strategies used by the owners and renters of these buildings
can be categorized into two separate types: the banks’ large open spaces, the
ground-floor banking halls, have either been divided into separate rooms, sometimes
with an additional floor added, or they have been used as a single space where
shelves and temporary fixtures have been added. Both of these interventions are
mostly reversible; they form a level of protection for the historic fabric before further
actions can be taken. This chapter aims at providing several preservation
recommendations for the neighborhood banks discussed so far. On the one hand,
the vernacular adaptations of these buildings should be supported and the physical
remains of the neighborhood banks made visible to the public; this can create an
opportunity for the community to gain a better understanding and appreciation of the
buildings. On the other hand, neighborhood banks endangered by up-zoning can be
designated as landmarks; community support and the actions of preservation groups
would be vital for the designation process. The subsequent reuse development of the
building should be carefully considered, and recommendations on some design
principles can be provided for the adaptation of the small-scale neighborhood banks.
Preservation Mechanisms
Demolitions and inappropriate alterations can be avoided with the implementation of
a set of preservation mechanisms. These preservation tools should work individually
or in concert to implement effective and long-lasting protection of the physical fabric,
110

so that the historic neighborhood banks may continue to play an essential role in the
urban landscape. These recommended preservation mechanisms can be divided into
two groups: Individual actions such as designations and preservation easements that
deal with specific buildings, and district-level actions (e.g., “special purpose”
designation) that aim to promote the preservation of the neighborhood banks
through contextual and flexible down-zoning.
Designation
There is an inherent difficulty in decreasing the allowable floor area ratio and height
limitations in central commercial nodes and corridors; local districts wish to
encourage new developments along these corridors by maintaining the relatively
high FAR, and sometimes even initiate up-zoning in these areas. However, it is
important to recognize that district growth does not solely depend on new
developments, alterations and upgrades of existing structures can be instrumental in
stimulating growths. In this regard, the landmark designation is vital in providing a
level of concrete protection for the neighborhood banks which are vital components
of these districts. The designation recommendations should be considered not only
based on aesthetic merits, but also on the risk factors within a local neighborhood
which might contribute to the demolition or significant alteration of these historic
banks. For example, in East New York, the up-zoning resulting from the local
rezoning plan has placed the old National City Bank (Figure 5.1) at risk. 113 Previously,
the up-zoning directly impacted the demolition of the East New York Savings Bank

Camille Bautista, “Council Members Call for More Affordability in East New York Rezoning Plan”, dnainfo,
March 7, 2016, https://www.dnainfo.com/new-york/20160307/east-new-york/council-members-call-formore-affordability-east-new-york-rezoning-plan/
113
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Figure 5.1: Recent photos of the site of the demolished East New York Savings Bank, photo on the left was taken in 2015 by Rebecca from Brownstoner, image on the right by
author in 2019.

(Figure 5.3): the 1889 office bank building designed by James Renwick, Jr., was
replaced by a medical manufacturing company in 2016. 114 The demolition sparked
community protests that catalyzed the formation of a local preservation group,
Preserving East New York. The group has since been actively organizing community
efforts to push for landmark designation of historic commercial and industrial
buildings within the area. 115 In 2017 the group succeeded in convincing the
Landmark Preservation Commission to designate the Empire State Dairy building.
This industrial structure was designed by Theobald Engelhardt (he also designed the
Lincoln Savings Bank) in 1915; at the time of its designation, it was the first building
to be designated in the last 36 years within the neighborhood.116 The group
continues to advocate for landmark designation of significant historic buildings within

“Historic East New York Bank Building Will Be Torn Down and Replaced by Medical Mid-Rise”, Brownstoner,
February 11, 2015, https://www.brownstoner.com/brooklyn-life/historic-east-new-york-bank-building-will-betorn-down-and-replaced-by-medical-mid-rise/
115
Allison Meier, “In East New York, Historic Preservation Empowers a Community”, Hyperallergic, February
27, 2018, https://hyperallergic.com/424278/preserving-east-new-york/
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Craig Hubert, “Preservationists Thrilled East New York’s Empire State Dairy Landmarked, Say More Needs
Saving”, Brownstoner, December 5, 2017, https://www.brownstoner.com/architecture/empire-state-dairyeast-new-york-2840-atlantic-avenue-landmark/
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the neighborhood. The former National City Bank at 135 Pennsylvania Avenue
should be an ideal candidate for designation; the building has benefitted from
vernacular reuse by the Cornerstone Seventh-day Adventist Church since the 1980s
and is in remarkably intact condition. The historic bank building is one of the

Figure 5.2: recent photos of the National City Bank at 135 Pennsylvania Avenue and the Magistrate Court across, image by author.

Figure 5.3: Site plan of the National City Bank of New York branch with surrounding major historic structures. Image by author.

prominent visual anchors of the neighborhood node (Figure 5.2); the former
Magistrate’s Court is located across the street from the bank building (Figure 5.2),
113

and the two buildings exhibit similar characteristics both in terms of materials and
massing. This perfectly exemplifies the image of the neighborhood bank as a quasipublic building, and the landmark designation can ensure the continuous service of
the building to the local community.
Based on considerations of the aesthetic, the original architect, the importance of the
building to the community, and the risk factors from development pressure, the
following banks are recommended for prompt landmark designations:
•

The Mechanics Bank branch at 1014 Gates Avenue (Holmes & Winslow,
1919)

•

The Peoples National Bank at 880 Quincy Avenue (Koch & Wagner, 1919)
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•

The Hamburg Savings Bank at 1451 Myrtle Avenue (Koch & Wagner, 1929)

•

The National City Bank of New York at 1453 Myrtle Avenue (Unknown, 1919)

•

The Lincoln Savings Bank at 545 Broadway (Adolf Goldberg, 1922)
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•

The Flatbush Savings Bank at 1045 Flatbush Avenue (Halsey, McCormack &
Helmer, 1927)

•

The National City Bank of New York at 319 Grand Street (Eugene Schoen,
1925)

Preservation Easement:
Historic preservation easements have been used as an effective tool in perpetuating
preservation protection of historic buildings. An easement is essentially a legal
agreement between the current property owner and a qualified preservation
organization that restricts the future holders of the property from changing the
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physical characteristics of the historic structure. 117 Government agencies such as the
State Historic Preservation Office or nonprofit organizations like the New York
Landmarks Conservancy hold these easements; they are responsible for reviewing
alteration proposals submitted by the subsequent owners, and the evaluation for
appropriateness would be based on standards such as the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards. 118 The incentives for property owners to participate in easements
donation include the possibility of receiving State and Federal income and estate tax
reductions, and these benefits are especially likely to be granted for properties listed
in the National Register of Historic Places. 119 Easements can be flexibly used to
promote the preservation of historic neighborhood banks as a group of buildings.
Conceptually, a nonprofit organization dedicated to the preservation of historic
neighborhood banks can be set up; the organization can advocate and encourage
the building owners to participate in the easement program. Property owners who
hold special interests in perpetuating the survival of the neighborhood banks would
be an ideal candidate for the program; one such example would be the Apple Bank
mentioned in the previous case study chapter: even after the branch moved from its
original location, the historic Harlem Savings Bank building still holds symbolic value
for the company.

National Park Service, “Easements to Protect Historic Properties: A Useful Historic Preservation Tool with
Potential Tax Benefits”, 2010, 3, https://www.nps.gov/tps/tax-incentives/taxdocs/easements-historicproperties.pdf
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Advocacy
Community engagement is essential for preservation actions such as landmark
designation to take place, and in order to encourage community involvement in the
preservation of neighborhood banks, various non-invasive and temporary
interventions can be recommended to promote awareness and appreciation of these
historic structures. Nonprofit groups such as the No Longer Empty initiative
(nolongerempty.org) and Dept of Small Interventions (dosmallinterventions.com)
organize place-based projects to promote cultural assets hidden within the urban
environment. The projects are frequently self-initiated, and project funding is often
provided by the owners of the buildings, government individuals, and philanthropic
communities that can act quickly to respond to the preservation-oriented exhibitions
and interventions. 120 The interventions often lead to meaningful preservation actions;
for example, in 2012 No Longer Empty launched How Much Do I Owe You?, a siteresponsive art exhibition advocating for the preservation and reuse of the former
Bank of Manhattan Company building at Long Island City, Queens (Figure 5.4). The
14-story Art Deco building was designed by Morrell Smith in 1927; the Bank of
Manhattan Company occupied the ground floor, mezzanine, and basement.121 The
building remained partially vacant after Chase Bank, the successor to the Bank of
Manhattan Company, sold the building in 1988. In 2012 Naomi Hersson-Ringskog,
co-founder of No Longer Empty and founder of Dept of Small Interventions,
organized an art exhibition in the old banking space featuring 19 original artworks
created in situ by 29 artists; the event lasted 60 days and was attended by more than
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Naomi Hersson-Ringskog, Interview by author, Personal interview, New York, April 24, 2019.
Designation report http://s-media.nyc.gov/agencies/lpc/lp/2570.pdf
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5,000 visitors. 122 The theme of the exhibition draws inspiration from the physical
fabric of the bank and explores the notion of value and forms of exchange, and the
exhibition inspired local architects Matthew Chrislip and Michael Hall to petition the
Landmark Preservation Commission (LPC) for the designation of the structure. The
submission was successful and the building was landmarked in 2015. 123 Later that
year, developers Property Markets Group and the Hakim Organization, the new
owners of the building, made plans to build a 915-foot tower next to the historic
structure. The appropriateness of the interventions on the historic bank were
evaluated by the LPC, thereby preventing insensitive alterations or demolition. 124

Figure 5.4: Exhibition photos of the How Much Do I Owe You? Showing art installation on the historical banking space and vault, image courtesy of Naomi Hersson-Ringskog.

Naomi Hersson-Ringskog, email to author, April 24, 2019.
Jessica Dailey, “Preservation Watch”, Curbed, accessed, April 25, 2019,
https://ny.curbed.com/2014/10/30/10029388/preservation-watch
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In Brooklyn, vacant banks such as the Flatbush Savings Bank at 1045 Flatbush
Avenue or the Northside Savings Bank at 33-35 Grand Avenue can be activated by
art exhibitions or community programs. The Williamsburg Art & Historic Center also
expressed their interests in hosting an exhibition dedicated to the historic
neighborhood banks built from 1900 to 1935; the exhibition can foster creative ideas
and initiatives to rethink how some of these structures can be relevant today. 125 Apart
from temporary events, walking tours can also be organized to explore the
constellation of neighborhood banks in Brooklyn. Tours could follow a particular
subway line such as the J, C. or N, taking advantage of the proximity of historic banks
to the subway entrances, and focus on the architecture, history and current uses to
promote appreciation and awareness of the buildings and their contexts.
Special Purpose District
A special purpose district is a form of contextual zoning tool where the regulations of
uses and building heights respond to specific neighborhood conditions. The City
Planning Commission has been designating special zoning districts since 1969 to
achieve particular urban planning objectives. 126 In Brooklyn, the tool has been used
in Bay Ridge to maintain the low-rise character of residential streets by imposing
restrictions on the Floor to Area Ratio (FAR) and building height of residential
buildings in mid-block locations while up-zoning the commercial structures along
major corridors to attract new developments. 127 The tool can be adapted to promote
the preservation of historic neighborhood banks; for example, in Bensonhurst, a

Ringskog, interview.
“Special Purpose Districts: Brooklyn”, Department of City Planning, accessed, April 21, 2019,
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special district could be applied along the 86th corridor to introduce flexible
regulations for purpose-built historic buildings; the maximum allowable heights of the
former West End bank and Benson theater can be reduced, disincentivizing the
demolition of these buildings without impeding new development from taking place
elsewhere along the corridor.

Adaptive Reuse Design

Apart from the preservation and planning regulations, successful adaptive reuse
design can serve as an advocatory tool to promote sensitive and innovative
adaptations of the historic neighborhood banks, thereby preserving the buildings in
the process. The recommendations for improving the current vernacular reuses of
the neighborhood banks in Brooklyn can be founded on three primary aspects: the
use of new materials, the organization of new additions, and introducing public
programs in new designs.
New Materials & New Design
The introduction of new materials into the historic banking rooms should be carefully
considered. The original fabric should be faithfully preserved; the materials of the
new additions should create a sense of contrast with the old while taking hints from
the colors and textures of the original elements. Imitations of the original decorative
features or patterns should generally be avoided so that the boundary between the
old and the new can be clearly articulated. Transparent materials can be effective in
facilitating a continuous view of the banking hall. One successful example can be
found at the banking hall of York & Sawyer’s 1928 Royal Bank Tower in Montreal,
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Canada (Figure 5.5). It has recently been converted into an office for a tech startup

Figure 5.5: photo of the interior of the York & Sawyer’s 1928 Royal Bank Tower in Montreal, showing additions designed
by the Henri Cleinge architect. Image by Dan Howarth, Dezeen magazine, September 26, 2016.

firm. The architect Henri Cleinge approached the design challenge by using bronze
plated steel and glass partitions to frame new spaces and create boundaries
between new uses. 128 The new bronze plates are a reference to the historic teller
screens and the chandeliers; they also harmonize with the color palette of the
coffered ceiling. Although this is for a grand banking hall with substantial decorative
features, the design approach of the new having a dialogue with the old can also be
used in small-scale banks.
Organization of Spaces in New Designs
The double-height banking hall and surrounding spaces can be redesigned in a
variety of configurations to suit the needs of commercial functions. The old Corn
Exchange National Bank & Trust Co. building in Philadelphia serves as an example of

Dan Howarth, “Henri Cleinge adapts grand Montreal bank for Crew Offices and Café”, dezeen, September
26, 2016, https://www.dezeen.com/2016/09/26/crew-collective-offices-cafe-henri-cleinge-adaptive-reuseroyal-bank-montreal/
128
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creating flexible working spaces within a historic banking hall. 129 The exterior of the
1907 neoclassical bank has undergone restoration as part of the reuse project, and
the exterior façade has been kept relatively intact (Figure 5.6); the project has
received funding from the Federal Historic Tax Credits which poses a strict set of

Figure 5.6: photo of the old Corn Exchange National Bank & Trust Co. building in Philadelphia, showing exterior of the current office
adaptive reuse designed by Ballinger architects. Image by Ballinger architects.

requirements to preserve the character-defining features both inside and outside of
the historic building. 130 The adaptive reuse design has transformed the interior of the
bank building into office spaces for the growing tech company, Linode. The design
focuses on generating private offices while maintaining visual connections between

Emma Sarappo, “A Century-Old Philadelphia Bank Becomes a Tech Hub,” Preservation Magazine, (Spring
2019), https://savingplaces.org/stories/a-century-old-philadelphia-bank-becomes-a-tech-hub#.XM9HSY5KhPZ
130
“LINODE, Corporate Headquarters,” Ballinger Architects, accessed May 1, 2019,
http://www.ballinger.com/portfolio/linode/.
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individual spaces; the design brings focus to the historic double-height banking
atrium by keeping it open for circulation and gathering. New glass partitions have
been introduced around the central space on the ground floor, framed in black
aluminum mullions and transoms; although the material might not harmonize well
with the original marble finishes, the contrast between the old and new is apparent.
The partitions can provide sound isolation while allowing for natural light to reach the
interior space (Figure 5.7). This illustrates that the large open plan of historic
neighborhood banks can cater to a variety of private commercial uses. The

Figure 5.7: photo of the interior of the old Corn Exchange National Bank & Trust Co. building in Philadelphia, showing interior of
the current office adaptive reuse designed by Ballinger architects. Image by Ballinger architects.

organization of the added spaces should draw inspirations from the historic
elements, and the interventions should always be reversable, so that the historic
fabrics may be interpreted differently in the future.
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Public Programs in New Designs
The historic role of neighborhood banks as semi-public institutions provides a strong
rationale for introducing public programs in adaptive reuse designs of these
structure. As demonstrated in the case study of the Kings County Savings Bank, the
public art institution was successful in creating meaningful changes in the lives of the
surrounding community. New designs for public programs in historic neighborhood
banks can be provocative in creative ways to encourage public engagements. For
example, the Stony Island Art Bank project in Chicago utilizes the decayed
conditions of the 1923 Stony Island State Savings Bank as an aesthetic statement;
the existing fabrics of the build have been kept in-situ; these include the decorative
moldings, walls and ceiling finishes, and the safety deposit vault (Figure 5.8). 131 The

Figure 5.8: photo of the vault of the former Stony Island State Savings Bank in Chicago, showing existing condition of the vault
intentionally left intact by the the Stony Island Art Bank project, image by Jenna McKnight, published in Dezeen, October 3, 2015

Jenna McKnight, “Theaster Gates transforms abandoned Chicago bank into public arts Centre,” Dezeen,
October 3, 2015, https://www.dezeen.com/2015/10/03/theaster-gates-transforms-abandoned-chicago-bankpublic-arts-centre/.
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building was originally designed by William Gibbons Uffendell; it has been
transformed into a local cultural institution with galleries, event spaces, a library, and
reading rooms. 132 The founder, Theaster Gates, aims at creating a recognizable
public forum in order to uncover and form discussions of local history. Art works
have been exhibited in the historic banking hall of the ground floor; for example, the
cardboard installation by Portuguese artist Carlos Bunga creates a dialogue with the
existing structures of the bank building, 133 the cardboard columns calling into
questions the notion of temporality and permanence (Figure 5.9). The adaptive reuse
design carries the symbolic image of the neighborhood bank into a new
interpretation as a public cultural institution.

Figure 5.9: photo of the vault of the former Stony Island State Savings Bank in Chicago, showing the interior banking hall and art
installation in 2015 by Carlos Bunga, image by Stephanie Cristello, published in Artslant, October 9, 2015.

Jenna McKnight, “Theaster Gates.”
Stephanie Cristello, “In the Bank: Carlos Bunga Resists Market Complicities in Theaster Gates' Newest
Venture,” Artslant, October 9, 2015, http://www.stephaniecristello.com/theaster-gates.
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Conclusion
This thesis endeavors to provide an analysis of the development of historic
neighborhood banks in Brooklyn, built from 1900 to 1935, and of their unique
relationships with the surrounding urban landscape past and present. It has become
evident that the neighborhood banks, carrying a quasi-public function, are closely
connected with the historical development of the city and are identifiable symbols of
the economic life of the local community. Through the examination of the wide range
of vernacular reuses which have been carried out by the owners of these historic
neighborhood banks, it can be observed that the building type is inherently highly
adaptive; at the same time, the central location of these historic buildings points to
the potential of their continued relevance within the urban neighborhoods.
The resurgence of urban development in Brooklyn and the changes in modern
banking have brought urgency to the preservation issues of the historic
neighborhood banks; however, the future for these structures is not bleak.
Community actions in cases of demolition and the available options in terms of
preservation mechanisms create opportunities for the neighborhood banks to be
retained and integrated into the contemporary urban life either as banks, retail, public
or cultural institutions.
Using Brooklyn as a study area, this thesis sought to create a starting point to
understand the preservation problems and potentials associated with the
neighborhood bank as a building type: a multitude of purpose-built neighborhood
banks was built nationwide at the turn of the 20th century, and they are relevant to the
specific urban conditions in a similar way but work on individual bases. Further
127

studies on neighborhood banks in a wider setting would be essential to ensure these
significant urban structures can be retained and continue to serve their local
communities.
As urban living constitutes a significant and increasing characteristic of the American
life, the historic neighborhood banks which are so woven into the city fabric should
be carefully studied and preserved, so that the multilayered identity and experiences
of the city fabric may live on.
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Existing Neighborhood Banks in Brooklyn 1900 to 1935

Survey Data

Name of Original bank

Address

Block

Lot

Site

Curent Use

Architect

Year of Construction

1

Kings County Savings Bank

135 Broadway

2457

45

Corner Block

Art Gallery

King & Wilcox

1868

2

Williamsburgh Trust
Company Building

177-185 South
5th Street

2446

63

Corner Block

Religious

Helmle, Huberty &
Hudswell

1906

2475

78

Corner Block

Event Hall

George B. Post

1875

244

15

Mid Block

Citibank

Mowbray &
Uffinger

1906

Mowbray &
Uffinger, enlarged
by Halsey,
McCormack &
Helmer

1908

Halsey, McCormack
& Helmer

1926

3

4

Williamsburgh Savings Bank 175 Broadway

People's Trust Company

181 Montague
Street

5

Dime Savings Bank

9 DeKalb Avenue

2084

1

Corner Block

Part of the new
residential
development

6

Bay Ridge Savings Bank

5323 5th Avenue

816

1

Corner Block

Chase Bank
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Survey Data

Name of Original bank

Address

Block

Lot

Site

Curent Use

Architect

Year of Construction

7

Flatbush Savings Bank

1045 Flatbush
Avenue

5132

80

Corner Block

Vacant

Halsey, McCormack
& Helmer

1927

8

Bay Ridge Savings Bank

4724 13th Avenue

5628

42

Corner Block

Chase Bank

Halsey, McCormack
& Helmer

1927

9

Kings County Savings Bank

539 Eastern
Parkway

1262

1

Corner Block

Popular Bank

Halsey, McCormack
& Helmer

1927

10

Williamsburg Savings Bank

1 Hanson Place

2111

1

Corner Block

Residential

Halsey, McCormack
& Helmer

1929

11

Dime Savings Bank

1101 Avenue J

6704

49

Corner Block

Chase Bank

Halsey, McCormack
& Helmer

1932

Image
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Existing Neighborhood Banks in Brooklyn 1900 to 1935

Survey Data

Name of Original bank

Address

Block

Lot

Site

Curent Use

Architect

Year of Construction

12

Dime Savings Bank

1901 86th St

6345

1

Corner Block

Chase Bank

Halsey, McCormack
& Helmer

1929

13

Brevoort Savings Bank

1279 Fulton street

1848

14

Mid Block

Pharmacy

Halsey, McCormack
and Helmer

1932

14

Greenpoint Savings Bank

807 Manhattan
Avenue

2596

17

Corner Block

Capital One Bank

Helmle & Huberty

1908

15

The Dime Savings Bank of
Williamsburg

211 Havemeyer

2447

36

Corner Block

Part of the new
residential
development

Helmle & Huberty

1908

16

Eastern District Savings Bank

1024 Gates
Avenue

1480

23

Mid Block

Residential

Helmle, Huberty &
Hudswell

1906

Image
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17

18

Existing Neighborhood Banks in Brooklyn 1900 to 1935

Survey Data

Name of Original bank

Address

Block

Lot

Site

Curent Use

Architect

Year of Construction

Brooklyn Trust Company

177 Montague
Street

244

17

Corner Block

Chase
Bank/Condominiu
m

York & Sawyer

1916

286

18

Corner Block

Trader Joe's

Mckenzie,
Voorhees & Gmelin

1912

South Brooklyn Savings Bank 130 Court Street

19

Bank of Manhattan

138 Greenpoint
Ave

2563

35

Mid Block

Cresit Union

Wilson & Dassau

1910

20

Manufecturers Trust Co.

223 Havemeyer
Street

2460

3

Mid Block

Chase Bank

A. Mackintosh

1914

21

Franklin Trust Company

166 Montague
Street

249

43

Corner Block

Office

George Morse

1891

Image
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Survey Data

Name of Original bank

Address

Block

Lot

Site

Curent Use

Architect

Year of Construction

22

People's Bank of Brooklyn

1240 Broadway

1618

30

Corner Block

Office

Unknown

1898

23

Long Island Bank Building

191 Clinton Street

286

7501

Corner Block

Mixed-use

E. L. Roberts

1871

2558

1

Corner Block

Residential

Alonzo B. Jones

1895

24

Mechanics and Traders Bank
144 Franklin Street
of Brooklyn

25

Corn Exchange Bank

166 Greenpoint
Ave

2574

1

Corner Block

Investors Bank

William H. Gaylor

1878

26

Home Savings Bank

90 Norman Avenue

2647

1

Corner Block

Mixed-use

William H. Gaylor

1921

Image
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Survey Data

Name of Original bank

Address

Block

Lot

Site

Curent Use

Architect

Year of Construction

27

The State Bank

4901 13th Avenue

5642

8

Corner Block

Chase Bank

Unknown

1925

28

The Thrift

225 Ryerson St

1920

1

Corner Block

Institutional

Shampan &
Shampan

1920

29

Greater New York Savings
Bank

445 5th Ave

1011

5

Mid Block

Retail

Shampan &
Shampan

1919

30

The National City Bank of
New York

556 Nostrand
Avenue

1865

55

Corner Block

Retail

Unknown

1926

31

First National Bank of
Brooklyn

260 Broadway

2140

21

Corner Block

Office

Unknown

1906

Image
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Survey Data

Name of Original bank

Address

Block

Lot

Site

Curent Use

Architect

Year of Construction

32

The West End Bank

2003 86th Steet

6346

1

Corner Block

Chase Bank

Holmes & Winslow

1920

33

The Mechanics Bank

1014 Gates
Avenue

1480

19

Mid Block

Religious

Holmes & Winslow

1919

34

National City Bank of New
York

138 Pennsylvania
Ave

3686

32

Corner Block

Religious

Holmes & Winslow

1921

35

East New York Savings Bank

1117 Eastern Park
Way

1390

40

Corner Block

Retail

Holmes & Winslow

1928

36

Bank of Manhattan

765 Nostrand
Avenue

1255

1

Corner Block

Office

Unknown

1910

Image
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Survey Data

Name of Original bank

Address

Block

Lot

Site

Curent Use

Architect

Year of Construction

37

Public National Bank

896 DeKalb Ave

1782

37

Corner Block

Catering

Eugene Schoen

1925

38

Public National Bank

47 Graham Avenue

3105

26

Corner Block

Bank of America

Eugene Schoen

1923

39

Public National Bank

319 Grand Street

2384

38

Corner Block

Religious

Eugene Schoen

1925

40

The Peoples Trust Company

232 Flatbush
Avenue

933

37

Mid Block

Financial Institution

Unknown

1919

41

Manufecturers Trust Co.

819 Grand Street

2922

1

Corner Block

Chase Bank

Unknown

1925

Image
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Survey Data

Name of Original bank

Address

Block

Lot

Site

Curent Use

Architect

Year of Construction

42

Bushwick Savings Bank

726 Grand Street

2789

11

Corner Block

Chase Bank

Richard Thomas
Short

1922

43

Midwood Trust Co.

1144 Flatbush
Avenue

5164

34

Corner Block

Religious

Trowbridge&Acker
man and Charles
Ramsey

1921

44

Public National Bank & Trust
Co.

8601 21th
Avenue

6378

39

Corner Block

Investors Bank

Unknown

1925

45

The Peoples National Bank

880 Quincy Street

1479

1

Corner Block

Bank of America

Koch & Wagnar

1919

46

East Brooklyn Savings Bank

971 Bedford
Avenue

1778

1

Corner Block

Chase Bank

Koch & Wagnar

1922

Image
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Survey Data

Name of Original bank

Address

Block

Lot

Site

Curent Use

Architect

Year of Construction

47

Hamburg Savings Bank

1451 Myrtle
Avenue

3300

63

Mid Block

Retail

Koch & Wagnar

1929

48

Lincoln Savings Bank

7427 5th Avenue

5931

1

Corner Block

Chase Bank

Koch & Wagnar

1932

49

Lincoln Savings Bank

2848 Church
Avenue

5105

39

Corner Block

Restaurant

Koch & Wagnar

1931

50

Hamburg Savings Bank

3345 Fulton Street

4131

1

Corner Block

Citibank

Koch & Wagner

1932

51

Fulton Savings Bank

819 Flatbush
Avenue

5083

3

Corner Block

Retail

De Young,
Moscowitz &
Rosenberg

1931

Image
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Survey Data

Name of Original bank

Address

Block

Lot

Site

Curent Use

Architect

Year of Construction

52

Lincoln Savings Bank

545 Broadway

3076

6

Corner Block

Part of the new
residential
development

Theobald
Engelhardt, Adolf
Goldberg

1922

54

Corn Exchange Bank

397 Flatbush
Avenue

1169

8

Mid Block

Mixed-use

Leo Dress

1926

55

Flatbush State Bank

1505 Avenue J

6708

52

Mid Block

Valley National
Bank

Unknown

1923

56

The State Bank

439 Van Siclen
Ave

4042

43

Corner Block

Religious

Herbert R. Mainzer

1922

57

Lafayette Trust Company

1698 Pitkin
Avenue

3522

14

Corner Block

Retail

Arthur G. Stone

1907

Image
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Survey Data

Name of Original bank

Address

Block

Lot

Site

Curent Use

Architect

Year of Construction

58

Montauk Bank

207 5th Avenue

956

9

Corner Block

Gym

Thaddeus M. James

1928

59

Manufecturers Trust Co.

774 Broadway

1578

5

Corner Block

Retail

Unknown

1926

60

North Side Bank

35 Grand Street

2378

42

Mid Block

Vacant

Theobald
Engelhardt

1889

Image

Appendix B

Nam of Bank
Street
1
Nat City Bank
Myrtle Ave
2
Bowery E.R. Nat Bank
4th Ave
3
Chemical National Bank
Court st
4
Brooklyn Savings Bank
Court st
5
Prov Loan
Smith st
6
Corn Exchange Bank
Flatbush Ave
7
Brevoort Savings Bank
Nostrand Ave
8
Chelsea Exchange Bank
Bedford Ave
9
Mechanics Bank
Bedford Ave
10
Municipal Bank
Saratoga Ave
11
Manufecturers Trust Co.
Eastern Park Way
12
Manufecturers Trust Co.
Broadway
13
Nassau Trust Building
Broadway
14
City Trust
Graham Ave
15
Public National Bank Trust
Sutter Ave
16 Public National Bank & Trust Co
13th Ave
17
Bensonhurst National Bank
Bay Parkway
18
National City Bank of NY
18th Ave
19
State Bank
18th Ave
20
Unity State Bank
18th Ave
21
Municipal Bank
Flatbush Ave
22
Flatbush National Bank
Flatbush Ave
23
Erasmus State Bank
Church Ave
24
Church Lane Savings Bank
Church Ave

Not Purpose-built Banks in Brooklyn 1900 to 1935

House No.
394
4922
48
91
40
19
522
1262
967
391
1633
84
134
182
78
4302
8510
6321
5922
4704
722
1954
2700
3022

Block
1901
782
265
269
163
2106
1848
2000
1762
1464
1465
2130
2131
3053
3769
5604
6347
5540
5511
5444
5026
5082
5105
4884

Lot
28
44
43
25
21
24
17
43
1
10
1
17
17
8
24
34
42
1
46
27
262
18
8
10

Plate No.
121
10
85
85
87
90
135
141
147
209
209
V2 51
V2 51
V2 64
V2 157
V3 56
V3 93
V3 107
V3 113
V3 119
V3 155
V3 160
V3 162
V3 177

Survey Data

Site
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Mid-block
Corner-block
Mid-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Mid-block
Corner-block
Mid-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Mid-block
Corner-block
Mid-block

Construction
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick

Levels
4
3
12
4B
2
5
1
9
4
4
1
5
5
4
2
1
1
3
3
?
?
3
2
3

Appendix B

Nam of Bank
1
Nat City Bank
2
Mechanics Bank
3
Brooklyn Savings Bank
4
Brooklyn Savings Bank
5
Mechanics Bank
6
Manufecturers Trust Co.
7
Granite Nat Bank
8
Mechanics Bank
9
Hamilton Bank Note Co
10
City Savings Bank
11
Greenpoint Savings Bank
12
Brooklyn Trust Company
13 Municipal Bank Greenpoint branc
14
The State Bank
15
Lincoln Savings Bank
16
East New York Savings Bank
17
Mechanics Bank
18
The State Bank
19
Public National Bank
20
Municipal Bank
21
Brooklyn Trust Company
22
Irving Trust company
23
Rugby National Bank
24
Municipal Bank
25
Public National Bank Trust
26
Provident Loan Society

Demolished Banks in Brooklyn 1900 to 1935

Street
3rd Ave
Montague St
Pierrepont St
Fulton St
Fulton St
Atlantic Ave
Livingston St
3rd Ave
Adam's St
Lafayette Ave
Washington Ave
Bedford Ave
Manhattan Ave
Graham Ave
Graham Ave
Atlantic Ave
Atlantic Ave
Stone Ave
Watkins St
13 th Ave
Church Ave
Flatbush Ave
Church Ave
Rutland Rd
St Jogns Pl
Pitkin Ave

House No.
947
215
143
300
356
443
94
10
148
7
856
1241
738
60
12
2644
2588
363
128
4620
2015
839
5007
1113
1368
1698

Block
692
244
239
239
154
178
166
167
85
2107
1179
1842
2620
3114
3127
3687
3684
3709
3524
5622
5081
5086
4676
4600
1384
3522

Lot
1
41
9
43
8
54
17
28
17
42
105
1
49
7
6
5
25
34
16
43
43
8
41
37
16
14

Plate No.
24
86
86
86
87
90
90
90
97
103
109
135
V2 12
V2 72
V2 72
V2 133
V2 135
V2 139
V2 139
V3 56
V3 160
V3 160
V3 194
V3 209
190
V2 141

Survey Data

Site
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Mid-block
Corner-block
Mid-block
Mid-block
Corner-block
Mid-block
Corner-block
Mid-block
Corner-block
Mid-block
Corner-block
Mid-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Corner-block
Mid-block
Corner-block
Mid-block
Corner-block

Construction
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Steel
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick

Levels
4
9
3
3
5
4
2
2
4
4
4
4
2
3B
1
4
4
3
1
2
4
1
1
2
1
1

